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Minutes of the regular monthly meeting of the Planning Commission of Henrico 
County held in the County Administration Building in the Government Center at 
Parham and Hungary Spring Roads, beginning at 7:00 p.m., Thursday, April 14, 
2022. Display Notice having been published in the Richmond Times-Dispatch on 
March 28, 2022, and April 4, 2022. 

8 Members Present: Mrs. Melissa L. Thornton, Chairperson (Three Chopt) 
Mr. Robert H. Witte, Jr., Vice Chair (Brookland) 9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Mr. Gregory R. Baka (Tuckahoe) 
Mr. C. W. Archer, C.P.C. (Fairfield) 
Mr. William M. Mackey, Jr., (Varina) 
Mr. R. Joseph Emerson, Jr., AICP, Director of Planning 

Secretary 
Mr. Daniel J. Schmitt (Brookland) 

Board of Supervisors' Representative 

18 Also Present: Ms. Jean Moore, Assistant Director 
Mr. Ben Sehl, Senior Principal Planner 
Mr. Livingston Lewis, County Planner 
Mr. Seth Humphreys, County Planner 
Mr. Michael Morris, County Planner 
Mr. Phillip Bariteau, County Planner 

19 

20 
21 

22 

23 

<.,.24 
25 

26 
27 

28 

29 

Mr. John Cejka, Traffic Engineer, Public Works 
Mr. Justin Briggs, Henrico County Public Schools * 
Mr. Billy Moffett, Police * 

* (Virtually) 

30 Mr. Daniel J. Schmitt, the Board of Supervisors' representative, abstains on all 
31 cases unless otherwise noted. 
32 

33 Mrs. Thornton - Good evening. We are reconvening from our work session. 
34 At 6:49 we ended that. It's 7:05, and we're going to call this meeting to order. The 
35 Planning Commission meeting for April 14, 2022. Zoning meeting for Planning 
36 commissioners. So, thank you guys for joining us this evening and if you would like please 
37 turn your cellphones off or on silence, that would be great. And would you stand and join 
38 us for the Pledge of Allegiance. 
39 

40 

41 

42 
43 

44 
45 

r 46 

'-"47 

[Recitation of Pledge of Allegiance] 

Is there anybody in the audience or on Webex from the media? Okay. If you're on Webex, 
welcome. It appears that we have all of our members here this evening, and so I would 
like to recognize we have Mr. Schmitt from the Brookland District as the Board of 
Supervisors representative here with us this year. He abstains from any voting, but he is 
here to make comments on cases if need be. So, thank you all for joining us, and I will 
turn the meeting over to Mr. Emerson. 
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48 

49 Mr. Emerson - Thank you, Madam Chair. As you noted, the Commission did 
50 hold a work session this evening to discuss the continuing work on the HenricoNext 
51 Comprehensive Plan update for the year 2045. And, with that said, I will join with you 
52 and welcome everybody to the Planning Commission Public Hearing this evening, April 
53 14th. 
54 

55 It is requested this evening that all public comments be provided from the lectern located 
56 in the rear of the room. For everyone who's watching the livestream on the County 
57 website, you could participate remotely in the public hearings by following these 
58 guidelines. 
59 

60 Go to the Planning Department's meeting webpage at henrico.us/planning/meetings. 
61 Scroll down under Planning Commission and click on Webex Event. Once you have 
62 joined the Webex event, please click the chat button in the bottom-right corner of the 
63 screen. Staff will send a message asking if anyone would like to sign up to speak on an 
64 upcoming case. To respond, select Seth Humphreys from the drop-down menu and send 
65 a message. 
66 

67 The Commission does have guidelines for its public hearings which, of course, we will 
68 move into shortly. The applicant is allowed 10 minutes to present the request and time 
69 may be reserved for responses to testimony. The opposition is allowed cumulative 10 
70 minutes to present its concerns. Meaning everyone that wants to speak needs to fit in 
71 with those -- within that 10-minute timeframe. 
72 

73 Commission questions do not count into the time limits. The Commission may waive the 
74 time limits at its discretion. Comments must be directly related to the case under 
75 consideration. Commentors must provide their name and address prior to speaking for 
76 our record. Thank you again for your participation and interest this evening. 
77 

78 Madam Chair, with that said, the next item on your agenda this evening are the requests 
79 for withdrawals and deferrals and those will be presented by Mr. Ben Sehl. 
80 
81 Mr. Sehl - Good evening, Madam Chair, members of the Commission. 
82 There are two withdrawals on the agenda this evening. The first is on page 4 of your 
83 agenda. This was REZ2021-00059 Crenshaw Realty. 
84 

85 REZ2021-00059 Andrew M. Condlin for Crenshaw Realty: Request to 
86 conditionally rezone from 0-2 Office District to R-6C General Residence District 
87 (Conditional) Parcels 772-738-5115 and 772-738-6931 containing 1. 764 acres located on 
88 the west line of Byrd Avenue approximately 150' north of its intersection with Old 
89 Richmond Avenue. The applicant proposes a master-planned development with 
90 multifamily dwellings and commercial uses. The R-6 District allows a density of 19.8 units 
91 per acre for multifamily. The uses will be controlled by zoning ordinance regulations and 
92 proffered conditions. The 2026 Comprehensive Plan recommends Office. The site is in 
93 the Enterprise Zone. 
94 
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And, again, that request has been withdrawn and no action is necessary by the 
Commission. 

The companion request on page 5 of your agenda, PUP2021-00022, also Crenshaw 
Realty. 

101 PUP2021-00022 Andrew M. Condlin for Crenshaw Realty: Request for a 
102 Provisional Use Permit under Sections 24-4315.C and 24-2306 of Chapter 24 of the 
103 County Code to allow commercial uses and zoning modifications as part of a master 
104 planned development on Parcels 772-738-5115 and 772-738-6931 located on the west 
105 line of Byrd Avenue approximately 150' north of its intersection with Old Richmond 
106 Avenue. The existing zoning is 0-2 Office District. R-6C General Residence District 
101 (Conditional) zoning is proposed with REZ2021-00059. The 2026 Comprehensive Plan 
108 recommends Office. The site is in the Enterprise Zone 
109 

110 This was a provisional use permit to allow for some modifications to the R-6 District 
111 standards. And, again, that request has been withdrawn and no Commission action is 
112 necessary this evening. 
113 

114 Moving on to deferrals. Staff is aware of two deferral requests this evening. The first is 
115 on page 4 of your agenda. This is REZ2022-00015 Franklin RE Partners, LLC. 
116 

1 , ~11 

~18 
119 

120 

121 

122 

123 

124 

REZ2022-00015 Andrew M. Condlin for Franklin RE Partners, LLC: 
Request to conditionally rezone from O-3C Office District (Conditional) to M-1C Light 
Industry District (Conditional) part of Parcel 842-707-9113 containing 19.173 acres 
located at the southwest intersection of Technology Boulevard and Memorial Drive. The 
applicant proposes industrial uses. The uses will be controlled by zoning ordinance 
regulations and proffered conditions. The 2026 Comprehensive Plan recommends Office. 
Part of the site is in the Airport Safety Overlay District. 

125 And with this request the applicant is requesting a deferral to the May 12, 2022, meeting. 
126 

121 Mrs. Thornton - Is there any -- is there anyone present that is opposed to the 
128 deferral of REZ2022-00015 Franklin RE Partners, LLC? Anybody online? Is there 
129 somebody in the room? 
130 

131 Mr. Bariteau -
132 

133 Mrs. Thornton -
134 

Mrs. Chairman, we do not have anybody on Webex. 

Okay, thank you. 

135 Mr. Mackey - Madam Chair, there being no opposition to the granting of the 
136 deferral, I move that REZ2022-00015 Franklin RE Partners, LLC be deferred to the May 
137 12, 2022, meeting at the request of the applicant. 
138 

139 Mr. Witte - Second. 
(.;40 
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141 Mrs. Thornton - We have a motion by Mr. Mackey, a second by Mr. Witte. All 
142 in favor say aye. 
143 

144 The Commission - Aye. 
145 

146 Mrs. Thornton - All opposed? Motion passes. 
147 

148 Mr. Sehl - The final request for deferral that staff is aware of this evening 
149 is on page 5 of your agenda. This is PUP2022-00011 Justin Donaldson. 
150 

151 PUP2022-00011 Amelia Wehunt for Justin Donaldson: Request for a 
152 Provisional Use Permit under Sections 24-2306 and 24-3708 of Chapter 24 of the County 
153 Code to allow a multifamily residential development on Parcels 776-735-8125 and 777-
154 735-0170 located on the northeast line of W. Broad Street (U.S. Route 250) approximately 
155 745' 7 April 14, 2022, east of the intersection of Westmoreland Street. The existing zoning 
156 is M-1 Light Industrial District. The 2026 Comprehensive Plan recommends Heavy 
157 Industry. The site is in the Westwood Redevelopment Overlay District. 
158 

159 The applicant is requesting a deferral to the May 12, 2022, meeting. 
160 

161 Mrs. Thornton - Is there anyone present or on Webex that is opposed to the 
162 deferral of PUP2022-00011 Justin Donaldson? 
163 

164 Mr. Bariteau -
165 

166 Mrs. Thornton -
167 

Mrs. Chairman, we have nobody on Webex for this case. 

Okay, thank you. 

168 Mr. Witte - All right, Madam Chair, I move that the PUP2022-00011 Justin 
169 Donaldson be deferred to the May 12, 2022, meeting at the request of the applicant. 
170 

111 Mr. Mackey - Second. 
172 

173 Mrs. Thornton - We have a motion by Mr. Witte, a second by Mr. Mackey. All 
174 in favor say aye. 
175 

176 The Commission - Aye. 
177 

178 Mrs. Thornton - All opposed? Motion passes. 
179 

180 Mr. Emerson - Madam Chairman, that completes the request for withdrawals 
181 and deferrals this evening. The next item on your agenda are the requests for expedited 
182 and those will also be presented by Mr. Ben Sehl. 
183 

184 Mr. Sehl - Staff has five requests for approval on the expedited agenda 
185 this evening. The first is in the Tuckahoe District on page 1 of your agenda. This is PU -
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188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 

- excuse me -- POD2021-00119 Townes Site Engineering for Gateway Associates and 
Gateway Associates of Richmond II, LLC. 

POD2021-00119 Gateway II - 1648 N. Parham Road Townes Site 
Engineering for Gateway Associates and Gateway Associates of Richmond II, LLC: 
Request for approval of a plan of development, as required by Chapter 24, Section 24-
106 of the Henrico County Code, to demolish a portion of an existing apartment complex, 
and construct a mixed use development consisting of a 85,752 square foot, five-story, 80 
unit apartment building with 13,726 square feet of retail on the first floor; a one-story 2,540 
square foot resident clubhouse; and associated parking and infrastructure. The 2.326-
acre site is located on the west line of N. Parham Road, approximately 255 feet south of 
its intersection with Fargo Road, on parcel 753-745-6957 and part of parcel 753-745-
0470. The zoning is R-6 General Residential District. County water and sewer. 

200 Mr. Sehl - Staff is unaware of any opposition to this request. The 
201 applicant has indicated they are in agreement with the conditions proposed in the Staff 
202 Report and I'd be happy to answer any questions you might have at this time. 
203 
204 Mrs. Thornton - Okay, is there anyone present or on Webex that is opposed 
205 to the approval of POD2021-00119 Townes Site Engineering for Gateway Associates and 
206 Gateway Associates of Virginia, LLC? 
207 

I :08 
~09 

210 
211 

Mr. Bariteau -

Mrs. Thornton -

Madam Chairman, we have nobody on Webex for this case. 

Okay, thank you. 

212 Mr. Baka - Madam Chair, seeing no opposition and having worked 
213 through many details on this case, I move that we approve POD 2021-000119 Gateway 
214 II subject to the annotations on the plans, standard conditions for development of this 
215 type, and additional conditions 29 through 37 in the agenda. 
216 
211 Mr. Archer -
218 
219 Mrs. Thornton -
220 favor say aye. 
221 

Second. 

We have a motion by Mr. Baka, a second by Mr. Archer, all in 

222 The Commission - Aye. 
223 
224 Mrs. Thornton - All opposed? Motion passes. 
225 
226 The Planning Commission approved the plan of development for POD2021-00119 
221 Gateway II, subject to the annotations on the plans, the standard conditions for 
228 developments of this type, and the following additional conditions: 
229 
230 

(.;31 

29. The unit house numbers shall be visible from the parking areas and 
drives. 
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233 

234 

235 

236 

237 

30. The names of streets, drives, courts, and parking areas shall be approved by 
the Richmond Regional Planning District Commission and such names shall be 
included on the construction plans prior to their approval. The standard street 
name signs shall be installed prior to any occupancy permit approval. 

238 31. The conditions approved as part of provisional use permit case PUP2019-00015 
239 shall be incorporated in this approval 
240 

241 32. A plat for the widening of N. Parham Road right-of-way, as shown on the 
242 approved plan, shall be submitted to the Real Property Division prior to approval 
243 of the construction plan, and shall be recorded prior to requesting occupancy 
244 permits. The developer shall provide evidence of recordation to the Director of 
245 Public Works. 
246 

247 33. Approval of the construction plans by the Department of Public Works does not 
248 establish the curb and gutter elevations along the Henrico County maintained 
249 right-of-way. The elevations will be set by Henrico County. 
250 

251 34. A concrete sidewalk meeting County standards shall be provided along the west 
252 side of N. Parham Road. 
253 

254 

255 

256 

257 

35. Evidence of a joint ingress/egress and maintenance agreement must be 
submitted to the Department of Planning and approved prior to issuance of a 
certificate of occupancy for this development. 

258 36. The existing 10-Foot C&P easement in conflict with the northern portion of the 
259 building footprint shall be vacated prior to approval of the building permit for the 
260 said building. 
261 

262 37. Except for junction boxes, meters, and existing overhead utility lines, and for 
263 technical or environmental reasons, all utility lines shall be underground. 
264 

265 Mr. Sehl - The next request for expedited approval is on page 5 of your 
266 agenda in the Brookland District. This is REZ2022-00014. This is Jeffrey P. Geiger for 
267 Weinstein Associates, LLC. 
268 

269 REZ2022-00014 Jeffrey P. Geiger for Weinstein Associates, LLC: Request 
210 to amend proffers accepted with C-50C-90 on Parcel 753-759-7208 located at the 
211 northwest intersection of W. Broad Street (U.S. Route 250) and Stillman Parkway. The 
212 applicant proposes to amend proffers regarding permitted uses and building and site 
273 design to allow an oil change facility. The existing zoning is B-2C Business District 
274 (Conditional). The 2026 Comprehensive Plan recommends Commercial Arterial. 
275 

276 Staff is unaware of any opposition to this request and is recommending approval and I'd 
277 be happy to try and answer any questions you might have. .~ 
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281 

282 

Mrs. Thornton - Okay. Is there anybody in the audience or on Webex that is 
in opposition to the approval of REZ2022-00014 Jeffrey P. Geiger for Weinstein 
Associates, LLC? 

283 Mr. Bariteau - Madam Chairman, we have nobody on Webex for this case. 

Thank you. 
284 

285 Mrs. Thornton -
286 

287 Mr. Witte - All right, Madam Chair, I move we recommend approval of 
288 REZ2022-00014 Weinstein Associates, LLC with the amended proffers dated March 24, 
289 2022. 
290 

291 Mr. Mackey - Second. 
292 

293 Mrs. Thornton - We have a motion by Mr. Witte, a second by Mr. Mackey. All 
294 in favor say aye. 
295 

296 The Commission - Aye. 
297 

298 Mrs. Thornton - All opposed? Motion passes. 
299 

,-~00 
~01 

302 

303 

304 

REASON: Acting on a motion by Mr. Witte, seconded by Mr. Mackey the 
Planning Commission voted 5-0 (one abstention) to recommend the Board of Supervisors 
grant the request because it is appropriate business zoning in the area, and it conforms 
to the recommendations of the Comprehensive Plan. 

305 Mr. Sehl - The companion request to the motion you just made is also 
306 on page 5 of your agenda in the Brookland District. This is a provisional use permit, 
307 PUP2022-00012, also Weinstein Associates, LLC. 
308 

309 PUP2022-00012 Jeffrey P. Geiger for Weinstein Associates, LLC: Request 
310 for a Provisional Use Permit under Sections 24-4205 and 24-2306 of Chapter 24 of the 
311 County Code to allow automotive parts and installation and minor servicing ( oil change 
312 facility) on Parcel 753-759-7208 located at the northwest intersection of W. Broad Street 
313 (U.S. Route 250) and Stillman Parkway. The existing zoning is B-2C Business District 
314 (Conditional). A proffer amendment request is proposed with REZ2022-00014. The 2026 
315 Comprehensive Plan recommends Commercial Arterial. 
316 
317 

318 

319 

320 

321 

322 

(.;23 

Staff is unaware of any opposition, and the applicant has indicated agreement with the 
conditions contained in your staff report. I'd be happy to try and answer any questions 
you might have. 

Mrs. Thornton - Okay, is there anybody here or on Webex that is opposed to 
the approval of PUP2022-00012 Jeffrey P. Geiger for Weinstein and Associates, LLC? 
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324 Mr. Bariteau -
325 

326 Mrs. Thornton -
327 

Madam Chair, we have nobody on Webex for this case. 

Okay, thank you. 

328 Mr. Witte - Madam Chair, I recommend approval of Provisional Use 
329 Permit PUP2022-00012 Weinstein Associates, LLC with the recommended conditions 
330 listed in the staff report. 
331 

332 Mrs. Thornton -
333 

334 Mr. Baka -
335 

336 Mrs. Thornton -
337 favor say aye. 
338 

339 The Commission -
340 

341 Mrs. Thornton -
342 

Second? 

Second. 

We have a motion by Mr. Witte, a second by Mr. Baka. All in 

Aye. 

All opposed? Motion passes. 

343 REASON: Acting on a motion by Mr. Witte, seconded by Mr. Mackey the 
344 Planning Commission voted 5-0 (one abstention) to recommend the Board of Supervisors 
345 grant the request because it is reasonable in light of the surrounding uses and existing 
346 zoning on the property. 
347 

348 Mr. Sehl - Staying in the Brookland District, but moving to page 6 of your 
349 agenda, is REZ2022-00016, Mirako, LLC. 
350 

351 REZ2022-00016 Mark J. Kronenthal for Mirako, LLC: Request to 
352 conditionally rezone from B-2 Business District to B-3C Business District (Conditional) 
353 Parcel 763- 753-8296 containing 1.894 acres located at the southeast line of Shrader 
354 Road and Carousel Lane. The applicant proposes wholesale sales of coffee and related 
355 equipment. The uses will be controlled by zoning ordinance regulations and proffered 
356 conditions. The 2026 Comprehensive Plan recommends Semi-Public. 
357 

358 Staff is unaware of any opposition and is recommending approval. And I'd be happy to 
359 try and answer any questions you might have. 
360 

361 Mrs. Thornton - Okay, is there anyone present or on Webex who's opposed to 
362 the approval of REZ2022-00016 Mirako, LLC? 
363 

364 Mr. Bariteau -
365 
366 Mrs. Thornton -
367 

Madam Chair, we have nobody on Webex for this case. 

Okay, thank you. 

368 Mr. Witte - Madam Chair, I move we recommend approval of REZ2022-
369 00016 Mirako, LLC with the proffers dated February 17, 2022. 
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371 Mr. Baka - Second. 
372 

373 Mrs. Thornton - We have a motion by Mr. Witte, a second by Mr. Baka, all in 
374 favor say aye. 
375 

376 The Commission - Aye. 
377 

378 Mrs. Thornton - All opposed? Motion passes. 
379 

380 REASON: Acting on a motion by Mr. Witte, seconded by Mr. Baka the 
381 Planning Commission voted 5-0 (one abstention) to recommend the Board of Supervisors 
382 grant the request because it continues a form of zoning consistent with the area and it would 
383 not adversely affect the adjoining area if properly developed as proposed. 
384 

385 Mr. Sehl - The final request for expedited approval is on the final page 
This is William Shewmake for Park Commons Condominium 386 of your agenda. 

387 Association. 
388 

389 

390 

391 

r·,92 
~93 

394 

395 

REZ2019-00031 William Shewmake for Park Commons Condominium 
Association: Request to amend proffers accepted with Rezoning case C-13C-02 on part 
of Parcel 745-770-4859 located at the southeast intersection of Twin Hickory Road and 
Hickory Bend Drive. The applicant proposes to amend proffers regarding age restriction. 
The existing zoning is R-6C General Residence District (Conditional). The 2026 
Comprehensive Plan recommends Multi-Family Residential. 

396 With this request, the applicant is proposing to delete a proffer regarding age restrictions 
397 for a portion of the Park Commons Condominium Community. Staff is unaware of any 
398 opposition to this request and is recommending approval. And I'd be happy to answer any 
399 questions you might have. 
400 

401 Mrs. Thornton - Thank you. Is there anyone present or on Webex that is 
402 opposed to the approval of REZ2019-00031 William Shewmake for Park Commons 
403 Condominium Association? 
404 

405 Mr. Bariteau - Madam Chair, we have nobody on Webex for this case. 
406 

407 Mrs. Thornton - Okay, thank you. Well, I move we recommend approval of 
408 REZ2019-00031 Park Commons Condominium Associations with the revised proffers in 
409 the staff report dated February 16, 2022. 
410 

411 

412 

413 

,,414 

~15 
416 

Mr. Mackey

Mrs. Thornton -
all in favor say aye. 

The Commission -

May 5, 2022 

Second. 

We have a motion by Mrs. Thornton, a second by Mr. Mackey, 

Aye. 
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417 

418 Mrs. Thornton - All opposed? Motion passes. 
419 

420 REASON: Acting on a motion by Mrs. Thornton, seconded by Mr. 
421 Mackey the Planning Commission voted 5-0 (one abstention) to recommend the Board 
422 of Supervisors grant the request because the changes clarify interpretive problems and 
423 are not expected to adversely impact the surrounding area. 
424 

425 Mr. Sehl - Thank you. 
426 

427 Mr. Emerson - Madam Chair, that completes our withdrawals, deferrals, and 
428 expedited items for this evening. We now move into your regular agenda beginning on 
429 page 3 with REZ2022-00013 Jeffrey P. Geiger for RDK Landholdings, LLC. 
430 

431 REZ2022-00013 Jeffrey P. Geiger for RDK Land Holdings, LLC: Request to 
432 conditionally rezone from R-3 One-Family Residence District, and B-1 Business District 
433 to R-6C General Residence District (Conditional) Parcel 787-745-5839 and part of Parcel 
434 787-744-3995 containing 16.712 acres located on the east line of Chamberlayne Road 
435 (U.S. Route 301) approximately 250' south of Wilmer Avenue. The applicant proposes a 
436 townhouse development. The R-6 District allows a density of 19.8 units per acre for 
437 multifamily and 12 units per acre for townhouses. The uses will be controlled by zoning 
438 ordinance regulations and proffered conditions. The 2026 Comprehensive Plan 
439 recommends Commercial Concentration and Urban Residential, density should range ~ 
440 from 3.4 to 6.8 units per acre. 
441 

442 The staff report will be presented by Mr. Michael Morris. 
443 

444 Mrs. Thornton - Is there anyone in the audience or on Webex that is in 
445 opposition or would like to speak to the case? We will get to you --
446 

447 Mr. Bariteau - Madam Chairman, we have one person on Webex. 
448 
449 Mrs. Thornton - Okay, good. Thank you so much. We're going to hear the 
450 presentation and then we'll go from there. 
451 

452 Mr. Morris - Thank you, Madam Chair, members of the Commission. This 
453 is a request to rezone 16.7 acres from R-3 One-Family Residence District and B-1 
454 Business District to R-6C General Residence District (Conditional) to allow a townhouse 
455 development with no more than 160 units. The property is located on Chamberlayne 
456 Road south of its intersection with Wilmer Avenue. 
457 

458 Property is bordered by single-family residences to the east and north across Wilmer 
459 Avenue. Commercial properties are located to the south and west, and the property 
460 shares a boundary with Richmond City to the south. The proffered concept plan shows 
461 a subject property accessed at two points on Chamberlayne Road and one to the south 
462 at Azalea Avenue. Residential units will be accessed by the internal road and alleys, and 
463 an open space is shown central to the site. A proffered transitional buffer ten would be 
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466 

provided on the northern and eastern property boundaries and a 35-foot buffer along 
Chamberlayne would be maintained at a transitional buffer 35 standard. 

467 Proffered elevations show a 2- and 3-story townhouse product with a mix of building 
468 materials, covered entranceways, and a combination of units with and without front-
469 loading garages. Additional proffers address hours of construction, internal sidewalks 
470 and sidewalks along Chamberlayne Road Frontage, amenities, landscaping, building 
471 materials, building height, and building orientation relative to Chamberlayne Road and 
472 the eastern property line. As proffered, all homes would be initially marketed as owner-
473 occupied. 
474 
475 Staff notes that adequate parking could be a challenge, and should this request be 
476 approved, the applicant will be required to meet parking requirements at the time of 
477 Planning of Development. A lack of pedestrian accommodations were also noted in the 
478 staff report, including sidewalk and pedestrian lighting along Wilmer and lighting along 
479 Chamberlayne Road. As of this evening, these items have not been addressed yet. 
480 
481 
482 
483 
484 
485 

,186 
487 
488 
489 

The applicant held a virtual meeting on March 1st with five residents in attendance. Items 
discussed at the meeting included density, traffic, and adequate buffering adjacent to 
single-family properties. The Comprehensive Plan designates the property Commercial 
Concentration, and Urban Residential. And while the request is not consistent with the 
Commercial Concentration designation, it would be consistent with the character and 
overall intent of the Urban Residential designation and could provide a reasonable 
transition from the commercial corridor along Chamberlayne Road to the existing single
family homes to the east. 

490 Should the applicant address comments regarding pedestrian accommodations along 
491 Wilmer Avenue and Chamberlayne Road, staff could support this request. 
492 
493 This concludes my presentation and I'm more than happy to try to answer any questions 
494 you may have. 
495 
496 Mrs. Thornton -
497 
498 Mr. Baka -
499 
500 Mrs. Thornton -
501 
502 
503 
504 
505 
506 
507 

I 508 
'-'509 

Mr. Archer -

Mrs. Thornton -

Mr. Archer -

Mrs. Thornton -

May 5, 2022 

Anyone have any questions? 

No questions. 

Mr. Archer? 

Not at this time, ma'am. 

Okay. 

I think we would like to hear from the applicant. 

Would the applicant please step up please? Yep. 
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510 Mr. Archer - Mr. Geiger, while you're coming, are you aware that there are J 
511 a couple people who are opposed to this case who we will have to hear from also? 
512 

513 Mr. Geiger - Yes, sir. 
514 

515 Mr. Archer - All right. Thank you. 
516 

517 Mr. Geiger - Would you like me to wait, or just go ahead? 
518 

519 Mr. Archer - What would you prefer? Would you rather wait and listen to 
520 what their questions are? 
521 

522 Mr. Geiger -
523 at the end. 
524 

525 Mr. Archer -
526 

527 Mr. Geiger -
528 

529 Mr. Archer -
530 

I -- that'd be great, and I can wrap it up all in one presentation 

Let's -- yeah. Let's do that. 

Yes, sir. 

So we'll hear from the questioners first. 

531 Mrs. Thornton - Okay. Ma'am? If you don't mind going to the back and stating 
532 your name and your address, that would be great. Thank you. And we'll get to the Webex 
533 in just a minute. 
534 

535 Ms. Lawes - My name is Lisa Lawes. I live at 808 Wilmer Avenue. 
536 Planning Commission, Mr. Archer, I am opposed to this zoning proposal. I live in the 800 
537 block of Wilmer Avenue. I have only lived there for 2 years, but one of the main reasons 
538 that I chose to buy in this neighborhood is because it is a One-Family Residence District 
539 and not a General Residence Neighborhood. There are so many of them everywhere 
540 these days. I don't want to live in one, and I'm sure that my neighbors who have lived in 
541 Fairfield for 20 to 30 years don't either. 
542 

543 It's even harder to find a neighborhood with a wooded area. This wooded area that would 
544 be destroyed is a wildlife sanctuary and a source of beauty and joy for the neighborhood. 
545 It is also a noise buffer from the busy streets around us, and it's a walkway for the very 
546 heavy pedestrian traffic along Wilmer Avenue. 
547 

548 The site plans provided by Hirschler allow for a mere 10-feet abatement between Wilmer 
549 and the proposed new large neighborhood. That would leave only the busy street for so 
550 many pedestrians to walk on. There would be only minimal visual abatement between 
551 the existing homes and the large two-story development. The noise levels will drastically 
552 increase and no wildlife habitat. 
553 

554 I would propose development such as this be placed on the former Azalea Mall parcel of _"""\ 
555 land. It would improve a neighborhood eyesore there instead of creating one. I would ._,,, 
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557 
558 

also imagine the needed zoning is already in place, given the proximity of Westminster 
Canterbury. 

559 People don't like change. We all know that. We all feel that. And, yes, we want to hold 
560 onto the neighborhood feel that is familiar and comfortable to us. But is it really necessary 
561 to put this kind of development in our neighborhood when there are places available 
562 where it would be a much less impactful on the day-to-day quality of life for the existing 
563 neighborhood? Thank you for your time. 
564 
565 Mr. Archer -
566 

Thank you, ma'am. 

567 Mrs. Thornton - Thank you, Mrs. Lawes. Phillip, can you please unmute the 
568 person on Webex, please? 
569 
570 Mr. Bariteau -
571 

Yes, ma'am. 

572 
573 
574 
575 
576 
577 

(.)18 
579 
580 
581 
582 
583 
584 
585 
586 
587 
588 
589 
590 
591 
592 
593 
594 
595 
596 
597 
598 
599 

Csoo 
601 

Ms. Smith -

Staff -

Ms. Smith -

Mrs. Thornton -

Ms. Smith -
Road. 

Mrs. Thornton -

Hello, everybody. 

All right. 

Am I free to speak? 

Yes, just state your name and your address, please. 

My name is Arlana Smith, and I actually live at 5614 Crenshaw 

Okay, you can speak. I'm sorry. 

Ms. Smith - Thank you. That's okay. I agree with all of the things that Lisa 
said. The young lady that spoke before me. I just feel like this parcel of land is such a 
poor choice. It's literally going to be in people's back yards. To the left of it is a cemetery 
that hasn't been mentioned. Also, Wilmer is one lane in one direction, one lane in the 
other direction. Homes on either side. It's just such a poor choice. And with Amazon 
being down the street and displacing so much wildlife, I literally had a hawk on my 
balcony. And it breaks my heart that every time you turn around you see homes that look 
like these potential homes, to Lisa's point, going up everywhere. 

We literally have them not even a mile from us on Brook Road. And, to Lisa's point, it's 
very close to other razed areas in walking distance where this kind of development could 
go. There was a hotel razed which was on the other side of the Super 8 almost adjacent 
to some apartments. That's just open concrete. Like, why not build there? Why destroy 
this smaller area of trees? 

And, like I said, in people's back yards that I honestly don't even feel like are aware of 
what's impending, we have two little blue signs that if you blink, you'll miss them. And I 
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602 don't think I've seen one even posted on Crenshaw where these people live and this, as 0 
603 I stated, would be in their back yards as well. But I don't even know if anybody on the 
604 other end of Crenshaw is even aware of this proposed development. I just feel like it's a 
605 really poor choice for this small, quiet, as Lisa stated, you know, single-family home area. 
606 I'm opposed to it. 
607 
608 Mrs. Thornton -
609 

610 Ms. Smith -
611 
612 Mrs. Thornton -
613 

614 Mr. Archer -
615 

Okay, thank you so much. 

You're welcome. 

Do you have any questions, Mr. Archer, for -

Not at this point, Madam Chair. 

616 Mrs. Thornton - Okay, is there anybody else that would like to speak to the 
617 case? Okay, yes, please go to the back. 
618 
619 Mr. Payne - Good evening. My name's Ken Payne, I live at 5449 Afton 
620 Overlook, which is off of Wilmer and Edgefield, which is within blocks of where this is 
621 going to take place where they're proposing. 
622 

623 My concern is that if this does go through, the construction traffic that it's going to cause 
624 in the morning we have people going to work. We have Wilmer being kind of a back route 
625 for Henrico High School students and teachers and staff that are coming past that post 
626 office on Wilmer Avenue to take it and then cut over to Willomett to come in the back gate 
627 of Henrico High School. 
628 

629 I just know this is a tight two-lane area that we all know once we start construction, the 
630 dump trucks, the heavy machinery, I know they're going to have to have some kind of 
631 access road they're going to have to pull in, but where they're going to put it, that's going 
632 to be a question. And I just know in the morning and in -- first thing in the morning between 
633 about 7:30 and about 9:00, there's a ton of traffic coming through that strip. And then in 
634 the evening from about 4:00 o'clock to about quarter to 6:00, you got another heavy flow 
635 coming through that whole area right there. 
636 

637 So, I just know once it's, like I said, it -- I don't think this is the best section for our area to 
638 propose it. Thank you. 
639 

640 Mr. Archer - Thank you, sir. 
641 

642 Mr. Geiger - Evening, Madam Chair, members of the Commission, my 
643 name is Jeff Geiger here on behalf of the applicant. Here we go. Took a minute. Sorry 
644 about that. Mr. Archer, I appreciate the opportunity to listen to the comments. And I'd like 
645 to take a few minutes of my time to address some of those concerns that were raised. 
646 They are concern --
647 
648 Mr. Archer - Mr. Geiger, before you start. 
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~49 
650 Mr. Geiger - Yes, sir. 
651 
652 Mr. Archer - I would have thought -- I'm pretty sure you weren't aware that 
653 there would be people here to speak in opposition. But, in any event, you did hear the 
654 concerns that were raised by staff, so it might be a good idea if you split these into two 
655 sections and maybe we'll answer the resident's concerns first, and then you can answer 
656 the concerns from staff. 
657 
658 Mr. Geiger - That would be great. I'd be glad to do that, sir. 
659 
660 Mr. Archer -
661 

Good luck. 

662 
663 
664 
665 
666 
667 
668 
669 
670 

,571 
672 
673 
674 
675 
676 

Mr. Geiger - Thank you, sir. In focusing on the concerns raised by the 
community, our neighbors, I want to let them know they are elements that we did think 
about. As you look at the proposed layout here, if you're familiar with the area, we have 
a new ?-Eleven at the intersection of Chamberlayne and Azalea. 

A new Family Dollar that's under construction. And we believe that the addition of these 
new homes creates the community that people are looking for today. The ability to be 
located close to shopping. And also, will inject new energy, new consumers, into this 
commercial node to support the existing businesses across Chamberlayne and south of 
Azalea. 

We believe that this new community can provide energy and momentum that will 
encourage residents in the area, businesses and residents, to continue to reinvest and 
rejuvenate the existing commercial buildings and housing stock in the area. 

677 We are aware of the cemetery. We have worked with staff to make sure we've adjusted 
678 our layout to accommodate and reflect the existence of the cemetery to our south. I would 
679 like to let one of the commenters know that we did have a lot of participation at our 
680 community meeting from neighbors along Crenshaw. A lot of those homes along 
681 Crenshaw have very, very deep rear yards. And so, as you can see on this slide, on the 
682 right side of this slide there's a lot of natural vegetation that exists there. Within the 
683 community itself, we will be preserving significant portions of the property as open space. 
684 We have proffered to put those open spaces into the C-1 Zoning District. 
685 
686 And another aspect that was attractive to this area is the proximity to the park. Within the 
687 city, across Azalea, is a city park that does provide that greenspace, open space, that 
688 was talked about. 
689 
690 
691 
692 

I '593 
~694 

We do not have a connection to Wilmer Avenue. There -- our view is that our residents 
will be making use of the major road infrastructure that's in place, both Chamberlayne 
and Azalea, to travel through the County. We are not going to be adding new traffic 
directly onto Wilmer. As staff noted, we do have a 10-foot transitional buffer along that 
north property line that I will talk about in greater detail in a moment. 
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695 

696 One of the things that we wanted -- we were looking at as we planned the community was 
697 to provide a wooded buffer, a wooded natural area, between our community and 
698 Chamberlayne. You can see it on the left side of the layout that's before you fronting on 
699 Chamberlayne. 
700 

101 This is a view of Chamberlayne. You're looking south on Chamberlayne. Wilmer would 
102 be behind you, at your back, and you're looking south towards Azalea. You can see that 
703 wooded area following along Chamberlayne that we would like to preserve. And we are 
704 working -- had conversations -- appreciate the dialogue with staff -- to understand that 
705 Family Dollar is putting a sidewalk along Chamberlayne. And the applicant is happy to 
706 continue to partner with Family Dollar and the County to bring a sidewalk up along 
101 Chamberlayne. 
708 

709 Staff did note that staff would like to see lighting along Chamberlayne. Our thoughts on 
110 that is we don't typically light a wooded buffer. We look at this and say, we've got a lot of 
111 lighting kind of spilling over from the commercial on the other side. It would provide 
112 lighting for the sidewalk that we are putting up along Chamberlayne. We really view, you 
713 know, that lighting need as being a county infrastructure request. 
714 

715 Also, this slide here focusing in on staff's request or comment for a sidewalk and 
716 pedestrian lighting along Wilmer. As you can see, this is the north side of the property. 
111 You can see the 10-foot transitional buffer labeled. We worked hard at the outset of that 
718 transition -- that 10-foot transitional buffer was important to staff, something that we 
719 worked into the layout, and at our community meeting we learned that having landscaping 
120 along the backs of our homes along Wilmer was important to the community. 
721 

122 In order to get that transitional buffer in, we worked hard to really minimize those lots to 
723 the minimum depth that's allowed under the ordinance. We have to provide the standard 
724 width, the minimum width fire access via the road there. And once you've then put the 
725 lots to the south we're now encroaching into the wetlands, and we can't approach any 
726 further than what we have shown. So that doesn't leave us room for that -- to put in that 
727 sidewalk. 
728 

729 Mr. Morris, I might need some help. Can't -- thank you, Mr. Morris. I appreciate it. 
730 

731 This slide here gives you a visual of Wilmer Road. On your right is the north side of the 
732 property. Now, that transitional buffer would be re -- basically right behind that telephone 
733 pole there you see. And in order to contend and kind of work with the request from staff, 
734 we have to relocate that power line. Right in front of that power line there is a drainage 
735 ditch that serves the stormwater coming off of Wilmer. 
736 

737 We would have to take that drainage ditch out. When we take the drainage ditch out, that 
738 means we have to absorb, we have to contend with, we have to increase the cost of our 
739 stormwater control to handle the stormwater coming off of Wilmer. 
740 
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742 

743 

744 

745 

When we put in that sidewalk as well, the County will require us to mill and overlay the 
entire length of Wilmer. So just putting in a sidewalk and lights, it sounds something that's 
easy to do, but it really becomes exponentially expensive when we start looking at the 
conditions that we face along Wilmer. 

746 As one of the speakers noted, you know, Wilmer is a residential area, a residential street. 
747 When I look at Wilmer, kind of the easiest path is to put the sidewalk on the north side of 
748 Wilmer. I'm just not sure that the County in my lifetime would really put a sidewalk --
749 would really go through this residential neighborhood taking front yards to put in a 
750 sidewalk along Wilmer the entire length of Wilmer. On the right side of the slide here you 
751 can see a relatively new subdivision that was constructed, and it did not include sidewalks. 
752 

753 So, the applicant -- the question that were raised by staff really didn't just bring up the 
754 question of, "Hey, can we put in a sidewalk?" "Hey, can we put in a light?" For the 
755 applicant, it was a bigger policy question. A question of how can we help the county meet 
756 its objectives of providing attainable, affordable housing within the county? It's an 
757 objective that's found within your Comprehensive Plan where you talk about providing 
758 well-maintained, diverse, affordable housing options. 
759 

760 

761 

762 

r 763 
""764 

765 

766 

And it's also in the county's five-year community development plan where it talks about 
having a goal -- amongst its goals are increasing affordable home ownership 
opportunities and revitalizing older commercial corridors. Community development plan 
also says that the primary focus, the primary objective, with respect to housing as the -
as the county grows over the next five years, is to look for ways to address the needs of 
households that have to pay in excess of 30 percent of their income for housing. 

767 Helping to achieve this objective, this important objective for the county, it's not just a 
768 county effort. It's an effort that the -- that our industry, the applicant, recognizes is 
769 important to achieve and do. The industry is working hard to address and come up with 
110 ways that we can build communities that address the middle-market needs. We look for 
771 opportunities. One of the ways that the private sector contributes to the county's efforts 
772 is to look for opportunities to reinvest into our established corridors. Why? Because the 
773 infrastructure is in place. It's already there. And so, the cost of infrastructure does not 
774 have to be then added to the cost of the house. 
775 

776 When we -- when the private sector comes in and finds opportunities like this one to 
777 provide that opportunity for middle-market housing, we can create these new high-quality 
778 communities. We then encourage others to reinvest. Whether it's businesses or housing. 
779 I'd like to conclude --
780 

781 Mrs. Thornton - Mr. -- oh, sorry. 
782 

783 

784 

c85 

Mr. Geiger - I'd like to conclude by noting that -- an old saying that says 
perfection is the enemy of good. I'd like to think that the applicant put before you a request 
that's better than good. It's a quality community that's designed to meet the needs of your 
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786 middle-market housing objectives. Creating attainable and affordable community in a ~ 
787 quality manner. 
788 

789 I ask that you recognize this effort to do so and recommend approval of the request before 
790 you, even though it might not be perfect. With that, be glad to answer any questions that 
791 the Commission may have. 
792 

793 Mr. Archer -
794 

795 Mrs. Thornton -
796 

797 Mr. Archer -
798 

Thank you, sir. Anybody else want to go before me? 

You go right ahead. 

Mr. Baka has a question. 

799 Mr. Baka - One question, Mr. Geiger, about transportation. You talked 
800 about no access to Wilmer Avenue to the north, but to the west that would mean that all 
801 of the -- of -- I think it said about 1,100 cars a day would come out to the west there. Have 
802 you had any preliminary indication from VDOT whether the additional vehicle trips might 
803 warrant a traffic signal at either of those two intersections onto the road? 
804 

805 Mr. Geiger - No, we are actually distributing both west and south. We will 
806 exit south to Azalea through the city. Through the land that's in the city. And VDOT had 
807 reviewed the request, traffic engineering has reviewed the request, and the road and 
808 infrastructure in place is designed to handle this community use. Thank you. 
809 

810 Mr. Archer - Okay. Anybody else? All right. Well, Mr. Geiger, I need to 
811 speak to both you and the people in the opposition who came before you. Ms. Lawes, 
812 Ms. Smith, and Mr. Payne. Just to lay out a few things, first of all, to the opposition that 
813 no one has control over that including us and the applicant as well. 
814 

815 I know it makes sense for somebody to develop Azalea Mall, and we've been trying to do 
816 it for years. The problem is the applicants can't develop properties simply because it's 
817 available. And I shouldn't use the word available. I should say just because it's there. In 
818 order to do the development scheme, the first thing you've got to do is acquire the land 
819 that you want to develop. 
820 

821 And if whoever owns Azalea Mall is not willing to sell it, they don't have an opportunity to 
822 develop it. I have the same concerns that you have when it comes to building multi-family 
823 here or single-family residences. I got some going on right near my house right now. 
824 

825 It's our preference often times to have single-family and no multi-family anywhere. And, 
826 surprisingly, there are people in the public who actually like multi-family, like townhouses, 
827 they like that concept. And even though it may be something that you or I may not find 
828 favorable, they do. But, again, acquisition is the first trick. You got to get the land and 
829 you got to find a person that wants to sell it, and then you got to be able to develop a plan 
830 that will fit on what you want to do and, at the same time, do something that fits within the 
831 planning process, and we can't control that from here. 
832 
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834 
835 
836 

When we do our preliminary planning, comprehensive planning and whatnot, we could 
designate what we'd like to see in a particular area. And, of course, the public has an 
opportunity to participate in it, but we can't make anybody do it. 

837 As far as Mr. Payne talked about construction traffic and noise, I agree with you totally 
838 sir. There's a townhouse development that's going up near my house within two blocks. 
839 I have heard every hammer crack that has fallen between 8:00 in the morning until I leave 
840 home every day. And thank God they're about to finish it, but I can't do anything about it. 
841 I can't go over there and tell people, don't use hammers because they got to do it in order 
842 to construct what they're trying to do, so I appreciate that. 
843 
844 
845 
846 
847 
848 
849 
850 
851 
852 
853 
854 

I' ~55 
~56 

857 

Also, it follows the construction traffic concern. They can only use what's available to 
them to use. And that happens in every development that goes up anywhere. It 
happened in your neighborhood when they built it. There was construction traffic. It's a 
necessary thing that we can't do anything about. So, I'm not downplaying what you're 
saying. I'm agreeing with what you're saying. But I'm just telling you about things that we 
are able to control from this platform. And that happens to be not one of them -- got to 
have construction traffic and you've got to have your other things. 

The land that you have to acquire in order to be able to build. And I'm not going to walk 
away from that right now, but Mr. Geiger, the items that Mr. Morris indicated that we 
wanted, such as the lighting, and the walking path, sidewalk or whatever, are you 
indicating that you're not willing at this point to move away from any of those requests? 
In other words, you're not -- you're not --

858 Mr. Geiger - I can -- I can -- I think it's important to my client to approach 
859 this -- my client has indicated their willingness to approach this from a partnership 
860 perspective from the county when working with the county. 
861 
862 
863 
864 
865 
866 
867 
868 
869 
870 
871 
872 

873 
874 
875 
876 

1877 
"'878 

If there's a way that we can maybe work together to address Mr. Morris' comments about 
-- those three comments, I think we're open to it. I think the willingness on the part of my 
client to work with the county would be along Chamberlayne, since they're doing the work 
out there already. 

Mr. Archer - Well, you mentioned in your -- in your speaking a little while 
ago that you all are not willing to light buffer areas that are wooded. And I don't think 
we're asking you to light the area, but the paths that people might walk along in traveling 
past that area could use some light. Where you got woods, you got people who jump out 
the woods and it'd be nice to be able to see them before they do. And I didn't know this 
until very late as, you know, I've driven down the street and I've seen what you're talking 
about in terms of how narrow the space is between the right-of-way and where you would 
be able to build sidewalks. 

But I understand that there are alternative methods than building concrete sidewalks that 
can be utilized and probably a lot less expensive than what you would anticipate with 
sidewalks. 
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880 As far as your being able ameliorate the differences that your opponents have against 
881 this, you might not be able to do much. But at least I wanted to let them know what 
882 options there are if any -- and what we can be able to control. So my suggestion to you 
883 is, if you're willing to and you want to get any kind of a favorable response from the county, 
884 either at this level or at the recommendation we have to make to the Board of Supervisors, 
885 that I'm willing to have us take a deferral, because I think there are things that you can 
886 discuss that may or may not be able to solve these issues. 
887 

888 But I don't think we can know till you get the chance to talk about it with somebody. So, 
889 I'm going to use my deferral to defer this case until our next month in the meeting, unless 
890 you'd like to go further than that. 
891 

892 Mr. Geiger - I would, sir. I've received permission from my client. We 
893 would be glad, if you saw fit, to advance this forward. We'd be glad to work with Mr. 
894 Morris on some language to obligate my client to provide lighting along Chamberlayne in 
895 addition to the sidewalk. 
896 

897 Mr. Archer - Okay, so how much of a deferral you think you need? 
898 

899 Mr. Geiger - I would -- I don't think I would -- I would -- if you were willing 
900 to advance us knowing that we would work with staff on proffer language to add that 
901 obligation in before the Board, we would appreciate the opportunity to move forward to 
902 the Board next month. 
903 

904 Mr. Archer - And, bearing in mind, just because they have the meeting 
905 doesn't mean we're going to approve it. 
906 

907 Mr. Geiger - Yes, sir. Yes, sir. 
908 

909 Mr. Archer - And I shouldn't say approve. I'd just say recommend. But 
910 with that, Madam Chairman, I move that we defer this case until the next Planning 
911 Commission meeting in May, and I'm not sure what the date is. 
912 

913 Mr. Emerson - It's May the 12th, Mr. Archer. 
914 

915 Mr. Archer - Meeting is May the 12th, and so those of you who are here in 
916 opposition would know that May the 12th would be the next time we hear this case. And 
917 regardless of how we rule on it, it still has to go forward to the Board of Supervisors. We 
918 make a recommendation, they make the final decision, which doesn't have to have any 
919 semblance at all to what we recommend. We could recommend one thing and they --
920 and they'd vote another way. 
921 

922 But I just want you all to be aware of the process that we have to go through. And I hope 
923 I've explained to you the things that we cannot avoid. And the wishes that we can 
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925 

926 

927 
928 

express, but we can't have any way to fix that, and we appreciate you all coming and 
being good stewards of your community. Wish more people would do that. 

So, I move that we -- or did I already make a motion? 

929 Mrs. Thornton - You did. 

Second. 
930 

931 Mr. Mackey-
932 

933 Mrs. Thornton - We have a motion by Mr. Archer and a second by Mr. Mackey. 
934 All in favor say aye. 
935 

936 The Commission - Aye. 
937 

938 Mrs. Thornton - All opposed? Motion passes. 
939 

940 Mr. Archer - Thank you people for coming. I appreciate it. 
941 

942 Mr. Emerson - Madam Chair, we now move on to the next cases on your 
943 agenda this evening. They also appear on page 3 of the agenda. These are companion 
944 cases and will be presented together. The first case is REZ2022-00011 Andrew M. 
945 Condlin for Middleburg Real Estate Partners, LLC. 

''C:,46 
~47 REZ2022-00011 Andrew M. Condlin for Middleburg Real Estate Partners, 

948 LLC: Request to conditionally rezone from R-4 One-Family Residence District and B-3 
949 Business District to R-6C General Residence District (Conditional) Parcels 783-759-
950 6898, 783-760- 6078, 783-760-6649, 783-760-1787, 783-760-2589, 783-760-3589, 783-
951 760-4996, 783- 760-4 783, and 783-761-6400 containing 13.4 75 acres located on the 
952 west line of Brook Road (U.S. Route 1) at its intersection with Magellan Parkway. The 
953 applicant proposes a master-planned development with multifamily dwellings and 
954 commercial uses. The R-6 District allows a density of 19.8 units per acre for multifamily. 
955 The uses will be controlled by zoning ordinance regulations and proffered conditions. The 
956 2026 Comprehensive Plan recommends Commercial Concentration and Suburban 
957 Residential 2. Part of the site is in the Enterprise Zone. 
958 

959 The companion case, Provisional Use Permit, 2022-00006 again, Mr. Condlin for 
960 Middleburg Real Estate Partners, LLC. 
961 

962 

963 

964 

965 

966 

967 

C68 

69 

970 

PUP2022-00006 Andrew M. Condlin for Middleburg Real Estate Partners, 
LLC: Request for a Provisional Use Permit under Sections 24-4315.C and 24-2306 of 
Chapter 24 of the County Code to allow commercial uses and zoning modifications as 
part of a master-planned development on Parcel 783-759-6898 and part of Parcels 783-
760-6078, and 783-760-6649 located on the west line of Brook Road (U.S. Route 1) at its 
intersection with Magellan Parkway. The existing zoning is R-4 One-Family Residence 
District and B3 Business District. R-6C General Residence District (Conditional) zoning 
is proposed with 4 April 14, 2022, REZ2022-00011. The 2026 Comprehensive Plan 
recommends Commercial Concentration. Part of the site is in the Enterprise Zone. 
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972 Mr. Emerson - The staff report will be presented by Mr. Seth Humphreys. 
973 

974 Mrs. Thornton - Thank you. Is there anybody in the audience or on Webex in 
975 opposition or would like to speak to the -- either case? The REZ2022-00011 or PUP2022-
976 00006, Andrew M. Condlin. 
977 

978 Mr. Bariteau -
979 

980 Mrs. Thornton -
981 

Madam Chair, we have nobody on Webex for this case. 

Okay, and no one in the audience. Thanks, Seth. 

982 Mr. Humphreys - Thank you, Ms. Chair, members of the Commission. As 
983 stated, the presentation will combine REZ2022-00011 and PUP2022-00006 which would 
984 allow increased flexibility under the R-6 standards for building setbacks, density, and 
985 parking requirements. 
986 

987 Together these cases would allow for the construction of a Master Planned development 
988 to include up to 310 rental units, including both apartment and townhouse styles, and 
989 additional commercial uses. The properties are situated along the west line of Brook 
990 Road, U.S. Route 1, at its intersection with Magellan Parkway. 
991 

992 The primary use associated with the properties has most recently been a hotel/motel 
993 commonly known as the Knights Inn. Additional properties to the Knights Inn include an 
994 existing single-family -- excuse me. The existing single-family home and several vacant 
995 parcels to the north of the main parcel. The majority of the property which fronts Brook 
996 Road or U.S. Route 1 is zoned B-3 Business District. The northern portion is part of the 
997 Biltmore Subdivision and is zoned R-4, One-Family Residence District. Biltmore extends 
998 to the north and consists of single-family homes. 
999 

1000 To the east, on the opposite side of Brook Road, is the location of the Virginia Department 
1001 of Motor Vehicles as well as the underdeveloped -- or the under-development Retreat at 
1002 One community, which will ultimately consist of up to 671 units. 
1003 

1004 Also to the east are self-storage and the Travel Lodge Hotel. South and west of the site 
1005 are a mixture of existing businesses and vacant parcels zoned B-3, M-1C and M-2C. The 
1006 applicant has provided proffered exhibits including a conceptual plan and multiple 
1001 elevations. The conceptual plan outlines a separation of the various uses proposed. The 
1008 apartment units are shown to the central -- shown central to the development and the 
1009 townhouses will be located on the northern -- or in this case on the right side here. This 
1010 is actually the northern end of the site. 
1011 

1012 The commercial uses have been shown in close proximity to Brook Road here and allows 
1013 for the creation of a more urban street frontage along this section of the corridor. 
1014 

1015 The conceptual plan, which has been revised and handed out to you this evening, shows 
1016 three -- also shows three points of access. Two here on Brook Road, and one here in 
1017 Norfolk Street to the northwest. The northern Brook Road access would be aligned with 
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Magellan Parkway - actually, I'll go back to the zoning and show this. Magellan Parkway 
will come in here and this'll be the northern entrance. 

As being -- Magellan Parkway will be extended to the Retreat at One and will ultimately 
extend across Interstate 95 to the east, providing access to GreenCity, Park Central, and 
Windsor Business Park. The County also anticipates this roadway extending west to 
Mountain Road as redevelopment in the area continues. 

1026 Pedestrian facilities internal to the development connect the entire site, and it's been 
1021 shown on the Conceptual Plan including a possible connection to the future Fall Line Trail 
1028 which will be located -- which will be constructed farther to the west. 
1029 
1030 
1031 
1032 
1033 
1034 
1035 
1036 
1037 
1038 
1039 
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1049 
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The pedestrian network would also include connections to the planned multi-use trail 
being constructed east of Brook Road adjacent to the Magellan Parkway and connecting 
on over to the GreenCity and then the other developments. To gain the flexibility needed 
to accomplish the conceptual layout shown here and in the elevations. The applicant has 
submitted a request for a provisional use permit. Provisional Use Permit 2022-00006. 
Due to code restrictions of the maximum 10 acres for such a PUP it does not cover the 
entire site. But, in addition, it covers the area allowed by the 10 acres, and the applicant 
is requesting alterations and setbacks in parking within that area. It does not cover the 
townhouse section to the north. 

Additional elevations of the apartments are shown here, and the townhome apartment 
style here, and then the conceptual detail. The applicant has submitted revised proffers 
dated January -- or I'm sorry, dated April 12th. The revised proffers and exhibits have 
been given to you this evening. The revised proffers still address all the topics described 
in the staff report, with the addition of the revised dates for exhibits; a clarification in the 
number of townhouse-style units; specific aspects of the townhouse units including 
orientation, maximum width of units and units within a row, landscaping, garages, and the 
size; provision of street trees, pedestrian lighting, and recycling facilities; a limit on 
construction hours and maintenance hours; and a proffer addressing future connectivity 
to the west. 

1051 To address future dedication of this portion of Magellan Parkway, which is located on the 
1052 property, an additional condition has been added to the Provisional Use Permit. Those 
1053 revised conditions have also been handed out to you this evening. This condition is born 
1054 out of a realization that once Magellan Parkway extends to Mountain Road, it is likely to 
1055 incur additional traffic. And the county would not want to burden the property owner with 
1056 the fee for maintenance of that roadway and would like to have it under their control. 
1057 
1058 
1059 
1060 
1061 
1062 

,)63 

The additional condition addresses road construction standards, timing of dedication, and 
impacts on setbacks created by the potential conversion to a public road. 

The 2026 Comprehensive Plan recommends commercial concentration and Suburban 
Residential 2 uses for the subject property. The residential sections of the proposed 
development are not consistent with these designations. They could be a reasonable 
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1064 alternative consideration considering the location of the site in a key corridor for 
1065 redevelopment in the County. Redevelopment of the subject site would continue positive 
1066 development trends in the area and allow for additional housing and commercial uses 
1067 that support a number of goals of the 2026 Comprehensive Plan. 
1068 

1069 The applicant has submitted a revised conceptual plan and revised proffers to address 
1010 staff's concerns. For these reasons, staff supports this request. 
1071 

1012 Additionally, if the Planning Commission recommends approval of the rezoning request, 
1013 staff recommends approval of the Provisional Use Permit with the conditions as they 
1074 appear in your handout this evening. 
1075 

1076 The applicant did hold a virtual meeting on April 5th. There were several people who 
1077 spoke at the meeting, including an adjacent property owner and one of the existing 
1078 property owners. This concludes my presentation, and I would be happy to answer any 
1019 questions. 
1080 

1081 Mrs. Thornton - Okay, thank you. 
1082 

1083 Mr. Archer - Thank you, Mr. Humphreys. Are there any more questions? 
1084 Thank you, sir. Was there anything that was left off that you may -- would like to proceed 
1085 in the things that you've requested in the original staff report? Or did they get everything? 
1086 

1087 Mr. Humphreys - I think they got everything. And what they -- wasn't in there, 
1088 we did put it in a condition -- in the Provisional Use Permit, so that's been addressed. 
1089 

1090 Mr. Archer -
1091 

1092 Mrs. Thornton -
1093 

1094 Mr. Archer -
1095 to hear from you, sir. 
1096 

All right. Thank you so much. 

Does anybody have any other --

Mr. Condlin, I knew you would want to come up and we'd like 

1097 Mr. Condlin - Good evening. Madam Chair, members of the Commission, 
1098 Andy Condlin here on behalf of the applicant. And I have a whole row of folks here to 
1099 help me answer any questions you may have. But I do believe we've answered all the 
1100 comments and questions that were raised in the -- in the staff report as well as at the 
1101 community meeting. And we are acceptance of -- accepting of the conditions that are 
1102 provided tonight. 
I 103 

1104 Mr. Archer - Well, sir, we appreciate the amount of input you've put into 
1105 what was asked of you. And it seems as though you were forthcoming with most of what 
1106 was asked. I do want you to understand that the Board might come up with a question, 
1101 too, that we've not. 
1108 

1109 Mr. Condlin - They always -- they have that right. Yes, sir. We'll be ready. 
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Mr. Archer - But when I look at this, and I look at as far as revitalization is 
concerned along this particular area, I think it's time. And, when looking at the other work 
that is being done along that same corridor, I think it has been done. And I think we need 
to continue it as much as we can on both sides of the Route 1. And this seems to be a 
step in the right direction. So, I appreciate you coming up. 

1111 Mr. Condlin - Thank you. 
1118 

1119 Mr. Archer - But I am going to move that we pass this along for the Board 
1120 of Supervisors with a recommendation for approval. 
1121 

1122 Mr. Baka - Second. 
1123 

1124 Mrs. Thornton - We have a motion by Mr. Archer, a second by Mr. Baka. All 
1125 in favor say aye. 
1126 

1121 The Commission - Aye. 
1128 

1129 Mrs. Thornton - All opposed? Motion passes. 
1130 

1131 

,1132 
.... 33 

1134 

1135 

1136 

REASON: Acting on a motion by Mr. Archer, seconded by Mr. Baka the 
Planning Commission voted 5-0 (one abstention) to recommend the Board of Supervisors 
grant the request because it would not adversely affect the surrounding area if properly 
developed as proposed and the proffered conditions will assure a level of development otherwise 
not possible. 

1137 Mr. Archer - Okay and as for the Provisional Use Permit, Middleburg Real 
1138 Estate Partners again. This was, of course, dependent upon the zoning case being 
1139 approved before it could be approved. But Mr. Humphreys has indicated that what he 
1140 was looking for it -- this satisfies. So, with that I move that PUP2022-00006 Middleburg 
1141 Real Estate Partners, LLC be sent to the Board with the recommendation of approval. 
1142 

1143 Mr. Mackey - Second. 
1144 

1145 Mrs. Thornton - We have a motion by Mr. Archer, a second by Mr. Mackey. 
1146 All in favor say aye. 
1147 

I 148 The Commission - Aye. 
1149 

1150 Mrs. Thornton - All opposed? Motion passes. 
1151 

1152 

1153 

1154 
1· 155 

"°156 

REASON: Acting on a motion by Mr. Archer, seconded by Mr. Mackey 
the Planning Commission voted 5-0 (one abstention) to recommend the Board of 
Supervisors grant the request because it would allow greater flexibility for the proposed use 
and when properly developed and regulated by the recommended special conditions, it would not 
be detrimental to the public health, safety, welfare, and values in the area. 
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1157 -, 
1158 Mr. Emerson - Madam Chair, we now move on to the next item, which ...,,, 
1159 appears on page 4 of your agenda. It is Provisional Use Permit 2022-00013, Andrew M. 
1160 Condlin for Bridleton SPE, LLC. 
1161 

1162 PUP2022-00013 Andrew M. Condlin for Bridleton SPE, LLC: Request for a 
1163 Provisional Use Permit under Sections 24-4205 and 24-2306 of Chapter 24 of the County 
1164 Code to allow a solar array on Parcels 837-693-5764, 837-695-5661, 838-693-9348, and 
1165 839-691-4296 located on the west line of Gill Dale Road approximately 1,700' north of 
1166 the intersection of Darbytown Road. The existing zoning is A-1 Agricultural District. The 
1167 2026 Comprehensive Plan recommends Prime Agriculture and Environmental Protection 
1168 Area. The site is in the Airport Safety Overlay District. 
1169 

1110 The staff report will be presented by Mr. Michael Morris. 
1171 

1112 Mr. Mackey - Excuse me. Madam Chair, before we begin, I need to make 
1173 a declaration -- a declaration of personal interest. Pursuant to the requirements of 2.2-
1174 3112 and 2.2-3115 of the Code of Virginia, I declare my personal interest in a transaction 
1175 considered by the Planning Commission of Henrico County, Virginia on April 14, 2022, as 
1176 follows: 
1177 

1178 The transaction involves consideration of a provisional use permit and siting agreement 
1179 for proposed solar energy facility on parcels 837-693-5764, 837-695-5661, 838-693-
1180 9348, and 839-691-4296 in the county. I'm a salaried employee of Virginia Electric and ·~ 
1181 Power Company dba Dominion Energy Virginia, a subsidiary of Dominion Energy 
1182 Incorporated. And with this principal place of business located at 120 Tredegar Street, 
1183 Richmond, Virginia. Dominion Energy Virginia, as with many other businesses, regular --
1184 regularly pursues solar energy projects in the Commonwealth. 
1185 

1186 In my opinion, these businesses may receive a direct or indirect benefit or detriment from 
1187 the provisional use permit and siting agreement. Accordingly, in my opinion, I am a 
1188 member -- I am a member of the business, profession, or occupation the members of 
1189 which may be affected by the transaction. 
1190 

1191 I am able to participate in the transaction fairly, objectively, and in the -- and in the public 
1192 interest. Nevertheless, please let the records and minutes reflect that I am not 
1193 participating in this transaction. Including my vote tonight out of an abundance of caution 
1194 and to avoid any appearance of impropriety. Signed, William M. Mackey, Jr. Planning 
1195 Commission, Varina District, dated April 14, 2022. 
1196 

1197 Mrs. Thornton - Thank you, Mr. Mackey. 
1198 

1199 Mr. Baka - Madam Chairman, if I may. I have briefly -- I have a similar 
1200 statement to read. However, since Mr. Mackey just read it, I'll forego that and I'll -- I will 
1201 abstain from this case due to the nature -- due to the nature of this case. Thank you. 
1202 
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,203 Mrs. Thornton -
""204 hear the case. 

1205 

Okay, thank you. That being said, we still have a quorum to 

1206 Mr. Emerson -
1207 

Yes, ma'am. You do. 

1208 Mrs. Thornton - Okay. So, is there anybody here in opposition or in favor of 
1209 the case on Webex or here in the audience? Okay, we'll get to you in just a minute. 
1210 
1211 Mr. Bariteau -
1212 

Madam Chair. 

Yes? 1213 Mrs. Thornton -
1214 
1215 Mr. Bariteau -
1216 

We do have one person on Webex. 

1211 Mrs. Thornton -
1218 Thanks, Phillip. 

Okay, thank you. After the presentation, we'll call on you. 

1219 
1220 
1221 
1222 
1223 
1224 
1225 

C n6 
~227 

1228 
1229 
1230 
1231 

Mr. Morris - Thank you Madam Chair and members of the Commission. 
This is a request for a provisional use permit to allow the development of the solar power 
generation facility on a 255-acre property zoned A-1 Agricultural District. 

The subject site is located on Gill Dale Road north of its intersection with Darbytown Road. 
Surrounding properties are zoned A-1 Agricultural District with large-acreage single
family subdivisions located to the south and west. Large-acreage residential lots are 
located to the east across Gill Dale Road. To the north are single-family uses, and large 
parcels owned by Henrico County. The Board of Supervisors recently adopted an 
ordinance amendment requiring the approval of solar projects through the provisional use 
permit process whereas these projects were previously allowed by right. 

1232 In support of this application, the applicant has submitted a number of items, including a 
1233 concept plan, draft siting agreement, and decommissioning plan. The concept plan 
1234 submitted by the applicant shows the site would be accessed at a single point on Gill Dale 
1235 Road via a maintenance road entrance. 
1236 
1237 The solar arrays would be installed throughout the property, avoiding wetlands and other 
1238 environmental features. The transitional buffer of 50 is shown on the perimeter of the 
1239 property and conditioned with this request. Additional conditions identify a 6-foot security 
1240 fence on the property's perimeter, address solar array height, maximum lot coverage, site 
1241 lighting, limit construction traffic to the Gill Dale Road entrance, and require a 
1242 decommissioning plan and siting agreement. 
1243 
1244 
1245 
1246 
1247 

C :48 
""'249 

These conditions are consistent with and provide additional requirements and 
enhancements over the development standards already provided in the zoning ordinance 
for solar arrays. 

The lined copy of the siting agreement you received this evening reflects negotiations 
between the applicant and the county attorney and will be finalized prior to consideration 
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1250 of this request by the Board of Supervisors. This agreement is required by the Code of ""\ 
1251 Virginia and outlines general use of critical infrastructure projects. The siting agreement ,_, 
1252 will be considered by the Board of Supervisors concurrently with this request. 
1253 

1254 Additionally, conditions of this provisional use permit request and siting agreement require 
1255 the applicant to submit a decommissioning plan that outlines the timeline and manner in 
1256 which the solar array development will be decommissioned in the future once the 
1257 operation has ceased. 
1258 

1259 As part of this plan, which was prepared by a licensed engineer, the applicant would be 
1260 required to restore the property to a condition similar to its condition prior to the 
1261 development of the solar array facility. As part of the development process, the applicant 
1262 is required to conduct studies of the subject property, a number of which have already 
1263 been done and the applicant can speak to them. 
1264 

1265 The applicant held a virtual community meeting on April 6th. Items discussed at the 
1266 meeting included erosion and stormwater, vegetation and native habitats, setbacks, and 
1267 impacts on Richmond International Airport. 
1268 

1269 The Comprehensive Plan designates the property prime agriculture and environmental 
1210 protection area. In a manner similar to agricultural and silvarcultural development, the 
1211 proposed solar facility could provide a relatively low-impact use of the site that property 
1212 developed should have minimal negative impacts on the property and surrounding area. 
1273 

1274 The relatively low amount of traffic generated by the use and mitigation of visual impacts 
1275 through landscaping should aid in lowering the impact on the surrounding area. 
1276 Additionally, the decommissioning plan provides an assurance that the property will be 
1211 returned to a similar state once operation of the facility is complete. For these reasons, 
1278 staff believes this request would be reasonable and recommends it be approved subject 
1279 to the revised conditions provided to you this evening. 
1280 

1281 This concludes my presentation and I'm more than happy to try to answer any questions 
1282 you may have. 
1283 

1284 Mr. Archer - Thank you, Mr. Morris. 
1285 

1286 Mrs. Thornton - Do you all have any questions for Mr. Morris at this time? 
1287 Okay, what -- you want to go ahead and hear from the people here in the audience? 
1288 

1289 Mr. Archer - Yes. How many people did we have in opposition? 
1290 

1291 Mrs. Thornton - We have -- I don't know if they're in opposition, but she wants 
1292 to speak. We have one online, too. 
1293 

1294 Mr. Archer - Okay, well let's do the online person first, and then we'll do --
1295 
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1299 

1300 

1301 

1302 

1303 

Mrs. Thornton - Okay, Phillip, can you unmute the person online, please? 

Ms. Conley- Hello. I'm Abby Conley, from 4751 Glenfinnian Drive, which 
backs up to the southern and western side there. I oppose developing 200 acres of 
woodland. We need to retain as much green space and trees as possible in Varina. This 
is a significant greenway that has protected vernal pools. And, as you can see, it's very 
chopped up. 

1304 So, it -- as I agree that solar might fit the property better than houses would, I still feel that 
1305 our priority should be maintaining large amounts of green forest space. We have a 530-
1306 acre industrial complex going in. We just had Facebook and other places going in. So, I 
1307 can't drive my son to school without going by a clearcut area that's just been chopped 
1308 down and being developed just within the last six months or so. Every roadway has got 
1309 something cleared. 
1310 

1311 

1312 

1313 

1314 

1315 

1316 

1317 
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1320 

1321 

1322 

So, I just feel that this is a very valuable piece of land to keep intact and hope to see 
Henrico and Varina try to protect that versus develop it. I'm all for solar, but I would like 
to see Henrico move towards rules of incorporating it into these big buildings and other 
places that are going. Keeping in mind, yes, you have to have the rights of the land, but 
making it so that the onus is on the company to make sure their electrical needs are being 
met and offset. 

So, if all of that cannot be discussed, I do recommend at least 100-foot setback buffer, if 
not more. My barn, slash, garage is more than the 50-foot proposed buffer. So being in 
Varina, large lot, we're used to more space. That's why we're here. 50 feet really is very 
small for our area. 

1323 I have a llama who does not like other people around. I am concerned for the workers 
1324 and the fencing, so I want to make sure any prey animals are happy and content in their 
1325 home while construction is happening, even with a buffer area. And, you know, our asset 
1326 to Varina is our location, our trees, our kind of rural nature that everyone talks about. So, 
1327 I just want to make sure that we are smart and cognizant of that as we go. And does this 
1328 land really need to be developed is my question. Thank you. 
1329 

1330 Mr. Archer -
1331 

1332 Mrs. Thornton -
1333 

1334 Mr. Archer -
1335 wasn't it? 
1336 

1337 
1338 

1339 

1340 
1~ 141 
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Ms. Conley

Mr. Archer-

Mrs. Thornton -

May 5, 2022 

Thank you. 

Thank you, Abby. 

Anybody have a question for Ms. Conley? It was Ms. Conley, 

Yes, yes. 

Thank you, ma'am. 

Is there anybody else online? 
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1343 Mr. Bariteau -
1344 

1345 Mrs. Thornton -

No, ma'am. There's nobody else online. 

Okay, thank you. 
1346 

1347 Ms. Godden - My name is Bland Goddin. I live at 1161 Dotson Road in the 
1348 Varina District. And the area of this request that I want to focus on is the ground 
1349 management underneath the solar panels in the actual solar farm. 
1350 

1351 I've been disturbed that the developer has a plan for construction, the BMPs, the 
1352 decommissioning, the wetlands, the setbacks, the buffers, but I don't see anything about 
1353 how they're going to manage the land under and around the solar panels themselves. 
1354 

1355 It's -- the County, it seems to me, is approaching this project from -- like it's an office park. 
1356 When you talk about, like, the landscape being ordinances that are there, those are 
1357 ordinances that are for, like, normal development in the County. And this is not normal 
1358 development. It's not a site that you're going to throw down gravel or plant fescue or 
1359 Kentucky Blue Grass because, well, there aren't any cows that are going to graze it. 
1360 There are no kids that are going to be running around with their soccer balls. It's just not 
1361 appropriate to be -- it's a unique situation. 
1362 

1363 So, I couldn't find anywhere in the county ordinances where solar farm management is 
1364 addressed. And so, you know, please correct me if there is something out there 
1365 somewhere that -- I just couldn't find it. 
1366 

1367 But we're in luck, because the Virginia OCR has written a report about this property and 
1368 made recommendations of how to address the issues that I have. The OCR recommends 
1369 the development of an invasive species management plan for the project and the planting 
1370 of Virginia native pollinator plant species that bloom throughout the spring and summer 
1371 to maximize benefits to native pollinators. They actually also make recommendations for 
1372 the screening around the area that's, you know, it's a little bit different than you're 
1373 screening that you would have, say, in a normal Henrico County residential or commercial 
1374 development. 
1375 

1376 They also recommend alter -- native alternatives for the non-natives that are commonly 
1377 used for site stabilization. And the whole -- the whole point is that when you fragment 
1378 land like this, you don't -- you're disrupting the habitat of all of the species in this area. 
1379 And a way to mitigate that is to mini -- what the OCR says -- is to minimize its hostility to 
1380 native wildlife by putting natural cover versus lawns. 
1381 

1382 And I haven't seen any of the recommendations that the -- of the OCR addressed either 
1383 in the staff report or -- they weren't references in the community meetings either. They -
1384 - the community meetings did address the fact that there weren't any, you know, 
1385 endangered species and all that. But as far as recommendations for the planting under 
1386 the panels, none of that has been addressed. The -- I mean -- I think there was, like, a 
1387 nod to - "Well, we'll go plant some native plants or something." 
1388 ;J 
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1394 

But the good news is that the Virginia OCR and the DEQ have a solar site Pollinator
Smart program that guides a solar developer through the process of appropriate plantings 
and vegetative management. There are sites in Powhatan right now that use this pro -
there's a site in Powhatan. There's a site in Westmoreland County that uses this program. 
So, the developer doesn't have to reinvent the wheel to figure out, like, how to do this. 

1395 And the main issue is that the insect pollinator biodiversity found on sites with native 
1396 plantings is way higher than with non-native species such as long grass. 
1397 

1398 Dr. Doug Tallamy, just as an aside, Dr. Doug Tallamy is coming to speak at our Henrico 
1399 County, Keep Henrico Beautiful sponsored native plant festival on August 30th, and you 
1400 should all come listen to him explain this case that I'm trying to make. I mean, he explains 
1401 it beautifully. 
1402 

1403 So, I saw somewhere Googling on the internet that Henrico County partnered with Sun 
1404 Tribe in powering its buildings with solar. And when I saw that there was a quote of --
1405 that said, "the Henrico County goal, which is to be a leading local authority and to create 
1406 a culture of conservation for the economic and environmental wellbeing of the County's 
1407 residents, businesses, and employees." 
1408 

1409 

1410 

1411 
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1413 

1414 

1415 

1416 

1417 

1418 

1419 

1420 

So, to live up to this goal I think Henrico County needs to work with this developer to 
follow the OCR recommendations for the project and have a plan on record for the 
planting and management of this site. Otherwise, I just have to really strongly oppose it. 

And on another note, in general, I think Henrico County needs to develop best 
management practices for solar farms. I know, I mean, they're bound to be coming in 
Eastern Henrico. The Pollinator-Smart program is one option. Solar grazing is another. 
I have a young friend who grazes sheep in a solar farm off of -- on 360 at -- in Broaddus 
Flats. That's another option that has been a very effective way of managing this land 
under -- in solar farms. So, I urge you to update your ordinances regarding solar farms 
as well. Thank you. 

1421 Mrs. Thornton - Thank you so much. 
1422 

1423 Mr. Archer -
1424 

1425 Mrs. Thornton -
1426 

1427 Mr. Archer -
1428 

1429 Mr. Bariteau -
1430 

1431 

1432 

1433 

(.,,n4 

Mrs. Thornton -

Mr. Bariteau -
technical difficulties. 

May 5, 2022 

Thank you, Ms. Goddin. Is there anyone else? 

That was it. Anybody else? 

Mr. Condlin? 

Madam Chair? 

Yes. 

We do have another person on Webex. She was having 
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1435 

1436 Mrs. Thornton -
1437 

1438 Mr. Bariteau -

Okay, thank you. You can unmute her. 

Ms. Rivera, you are now unmuted. 
1439 

1440 Ms. Rivera - Thank you so much. I appreciate it. Greetings to members 
1441 of the Henrico Planning Commission. Thank you so much for your time and listening to 
1442 the concerns of the residents of Varina concerning the Bridleton Solar Farm. We have 
1443 listened to the presentation and read thoroughly through the files provided by Mr. West. 
1444 We have some concerns that we would like addressed. Henrico County is just starting to 
1445 scratch the surface on solar farming. This is an opportunity to make a model solar farm. 
1446 If all the protections are in place, and then some. 
1447 

1448 Our concerns are related to -- there's nothing in the staff report regarding the -- so how it 
1449 will be managed, how the solar farm will -- there's not a plan. We do realize that there 
1450 will be a landscape plan, but it would be good to know ahead of time before the approval 
1451 that something that probably -- I'm not sure if in the staff report it could be included. 
1452 

1453 We -- there is nothing on the planting about vegetation management or mitigation. The -
1454 - we would -- the -- when it comes to the decommissioning, the -- it's also the plan is not 
1455 clear, even though there is a plan, but it's -- the details are not clear. There is -- it's not 
1456 clear who manages the decommissioning. It's not clear, you know, what the steps are 
1457 taking. And even though there is a review every five years of how the --the bond -- a 
1458 review of the bond. It's also not clear who oversees it and what happens if -- when 
1459 changes happen, what's the accountability. 
1460 

1461 We would also recommend that the setbacks be at least 200 feet. This is becoming the 
1462 standard setback for projects in rural areas, like in Powhatan County that are zoned A-1. 
1463 50-feet is currently the minimum setback required in existing Henrico Zoning. That gives 
1464 nothing to the consideration that this is a provisional use permit that could have more than 
1465 the minimum standard applied. 
1466 

1467 Another thing to consider with noise impact is that other permits, like those in Hanover, 
1468 are required that the sound, the PV Solar Array, and equipment be inaudible for a distance 
1469 of 50 to 100 feet -- 150 feet from the boundary of the property. This proposal states the 
1470 sound would be recorded at the property line. The noise itself should be reason for the 
1471 setback if you want to measure noise levels from the property line. 
1472 

1473 We also want to make sure that there is a restriction of herbicides. I could not find the list 
1474 for Henrico County. 
1475 

1476 I -- second Bland Goddin's comments when it comes to the landscaping. Just some quick 
1477 mention. There are two neighbors to -- close to the solar farm that own sheep. If this is 
1478 something that Henrico County or the Project Manager would want to look into, it's 
1479 environmentally and economically an incentive. And it also creates jobs for them to -- the 
1480 neighbors. 
1481 
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We would hope that you take these suggestions in consideration. Thanks so much. I 
appreciate your time. And this is on behalf of Varina Beautification Committee. Thank 
you. 

1486 Mr. Archer - Thank you, ma'am. Did you mention your name, ma'am? I 
1487 didn't hear it. 
1488 

1489 Ms. Rivera - Oh, yes. It's Aileen Rivera. I'm with Varina Beautification 
1490 Committee. 
1491 

1492 Mr. Archer - Yeah, I did see that part. Thank you, Ms. Rivera. 

Thank you. 
1493 

1494 Ms. Rivera -
1495 

1496 Mr. Archer - Mr. Condlin, I think we're ready for you next. 
1497 

1498 

1499 

1500 

1501 

1502 

1503 

,J~04 

""05 
1506 

1507 

1508 

1509 

1510 

1511 

1512 

1513 

Mr. Condlin - Madam Chair, members of the Commission that are voting 
tonight on this case, appreciate your time. Also appreciate Mr. Morris and the staff in 
putting this -- also, really do appreciate the opportunity and the time that the Varina 
Beautification Committee and all the other neighbors have taken with us. We've had a 
number of meetings with folks as well. And, Mr. Morris, I actually -- if you just want to 
scroll, I think it's to the third slide. Just where the -- yeah. I think that's probably enough 
tonight. I don't need to go through everything. 

I did want to comment on a couple of the comments that the folks have just talked about. 
And particularly about, first of all with -- as already been referenced, this case has to go 
through a plan of development like any development. And part of that plan of 
development is a landscape plan. So, certainly, from that standpoint, we'll be working 
with the County with respect to, quite frankly, what are multiple options for achieving the 
biodiversity and the plantings that are discussed. One of the options, obviously, would 
be the pollinators and would continue to work with the County and the State. 

1514 And, ultimately, this is with a partnership with an ultimate user that will be -- that we'll be 
1515 contracting with, with respect to the solar power itself. So -- but we're happy to work with 
1516 them with respect to specifically the management plan. Also, the Henrico County 
1517 ordinance, which has been recently adopted as you know, under 24-4314 does address 
1518 a number of these items with respect to and have to comply with regardless of the PUP 
1519 just because of a solar management. 
1520 

1521 We also have a siting agreement with the County that'll be -- continue to be negotiated. 
1522 And the conditions, the code, and the siting agreement all address, for example, the 
1523 decommissioning plan, which'II be enforced by the County as part of the overall 
1524 component and operations of this development. So, we will be putting together a 
1525 management with the ultimate user and have to address that from that standpoint. 
1526 

(., 
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1527 With respect to the property itself, only 99 out of the 250 acres are actually being used ~, .. 
1528 for the solar array itself. And with respect to the solar array placement, there will be no ....,,, 
1529 impact on wetland or environmental areas, so that we're trying to preserve those areas, 
1530 but we're also required to have per the conditions that are in the part of the PUP to have 
1531 security fencing throughout the entire property. 
1532 

1533 There has been a couple of comments as well about these -- the 50-foot buffer. I would 
1534 have to disagree slightly with the comment that that's the minimum. Matter of fact that's 
1535 the maximum that we see for industrial sites next to residential as required in the 
1536 ordinance itself. 
1537 

1538 As you know, the 50-foot transitional buffer that's defined in the code has specific 
1539 plantings. While this is a very wooded site, has been -- as has been referenced, we're 
1540 going to retain those 50 feet and then some throughout the area. Again, you can see the 
1541 wetland environmental areas on this plat, but we also define where we anticipate a 
1542 minimum of 50 feet with a minimum of 50-foot transitional buffer. 
1543 

1544 One of the conditions that were provided tonight that, again, we're in agreement with that 
1545 have been handed out to you include the opportunity at the time of landscape plan review 
1546 as part of the Plan of Development that we would be supplementing the 50-foot 
1547 transitional buffer going above and beyond what's otherwise required by the code as 
1548 dictated during a landscape plan, as dictated by the staff. 
1549 

1550 And, as you know, the staff and the applicant will actually go out, find out areas that may 
1551 need to have supplement landscaping, and also depending upon what's on the adjacent 
1552 land. So, we feel that the 50 feet is more than satisfactory. Particularly when it's going 
1553 to be supplemented with this additional landscaping as necessary. 
1554 

1555 So, with that, I have with me Kyle West and Michael and Thomas Pruitt as well to answer 
1556 any questions. Be happy to answer any questions, but we would ask that you follow 
1557 staffs recommendation. We are in agreement with the recommendated -- recommended 
1558 conditions that have been provided tonight. Thank you. 
1559 

1560 Mr. Archer - Thank you, Mr. Condlin. Are there anymore that have a 
1561 question they'd like to ask Mr. Condlin? 
1562 

1563 Mrs. Thornton - Yes, about the sound. Can you clarify what she was speaking 
1564 about? The -- she was saying that you were going to put it right on the line to --
1565 

1566 Mr. Condlin - Well I believe as part of the conditions that we're required to 
1567 have a certain -- not having any sound on that. I'm not sure -- and then with respect to 
1568 the hours of construction so that there's no impact on there, I think the sound generally is 
1569 measured from the boundary line of the property. 
1570 

1571 As you know, from a -- or most likely from a solar array farm, there's not going to be any 
1572 noise after construction. We have construction hours limited on our property that are ~ 
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subject to the property line and being measured at the property line. But, otherwise, a 
solar array and a solar farm will not produce any appreciable noise beyond the property 
line. So other than that, I'm not -- I'm not quite sure what was being referenced at that 
point. 

1578 Mrs. Thornton - No, that's why I wasn't sure. That's why I wanted to 
1579 understand that. I guess the concern with the fencing. It will go completely around the 
1580 entire property. 
1581 

1582 Mr. Condlin - It's going to go -- and you -- and it may be hard to see. It's 
1583 actually in yellow. And there is instances where the fencing is -- the fencing is going to 
1584 go around the areas that are going to be used for the solar array. It might be on the 
1585 property line, but lot -- but many instances it's within the wetland inside the environmental 
1586 areas and the buffer may actually at times be extended from the fence. The fence might 
1587 be along the buffer, or it might be within the buffer. So, I just didn't want to mislead you 
1588 to say it's going to be around the entire property. It's going to be around the areas that 
1589 are developed, if that makes sense. 
1590 

1591 Mrs. Thornton - Right, so, if it's a 50-foot transitional buffer, you know, that 
1592 might be a concern for the residents, too, where you put the landscaping. Is the fencing 
1593 going to be inside or outside, and would they have more transitional buffer on the exterior? 
1594 

1595 

(;96 
1597 

1598 

1599 

1600 

Mr. Condlin - Right. And I think we can -- the exact placement of the fence 
hasn't been defined yet. I think that's where we want to be able to when we go out there 
and do our landscape plan, work with staff, based on the actual topography and where 
the final studies have shown where the wetlands are. And that's where we'd like to be 
able to place. So that's certainly within the staff's discretion. 

1601 And from that standpoint to be able to determine the placement and the fence is, is 
1602 appropriate. And, again, based on the condition that was handed out tonight, that would 
1603 be part of the supplement landscaping that would be provided that some of the staff could 
1604 take a look at that based on the exact situation. 
1605 

1606 Mrs. Thornton - Just one sec. 
1607 
1608 Mr. Emerson - Madam Chairman, your public hearing is closed at this point. 
1609 So, it's up to the Commission if they'd like to entertain the question. But normally those 
1610 are -- those come forward during the time that's set aside for that input from the public at 
1611 the beginning, as you've already done and closed. 
1612 

1613 Mrs. Thornton - Would you all be opposed to the -- okay. If you don't mind to 
1614 go to the back. 
1615 

1616 Mr. Archer - Sir, please keep it brief, if you can. 
1617 

' 
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1618 Mr. Grove - Robert Grove, 4751 Glenfinnian Drive. This area is very close ., 
1619 to the airport and has the FAA or the airport have had any input to what's going on or ..,.,, 
1620 have concerns about reflections or -- this is right over a flight path that is used, you know, 
1621 daily. And I was wondering if that has been considered, you know, as the federal 
1622 government or the local air, you know, say, hey, you know, we're down planes or it might 
1623 glare or it might have other issues. 
1624 

1625 Mr. Emerson - Right, the site is within the Airport Overlay District. All 
1626 development plans in the County impacting the airport are forwarded to the airport staff 
1627 for their review. They've raised no concern. 
1628 

1629 Mr. Grove -
1630 

1631 Mrs. Thornton -
1632 

1633 Mr. Emerson -
1634 

1635 Mr. Grove -
1636 

Has that been raised to them, or the -

Yeah. 

Yes, sir. It's been sent to the airport staff. 

Okay. 

1637 Mr. Emerson - And they represent the airport, CRAC. It goes directly to 
1638 them. They comment when necessary. They've raised no concerns regarding this or 
1639 other solar facilities that have been approved within this area. 
1640 

1641 Mr. Grove -
1642 

1643 Mrs. Thornton -
1644 

Okay. I'll just -

Thank you. 

1645 Mr. Archer - Thank you, sir. Anyone else? Mr. Condlin, got anything else 
1646 you want to contribute? 
1647 

1648 Mr. Condlin - I think that's it, unless you have any other questions, sir. 
1649 

1650 Mr. Archer -
1651 

1652 Mr. Emerson -
1653 
1654 Mr. Archer -
1655 

Okay, moving right along. 

Mr. Archer, Madam Chair. 

Yes. 

1656 Mr. Emerson - Just a point of clarification for you. As you know, landscape 
1657 plans always come later in the plan of development process. We have professional 
1658 landscape architects on staff. We like to see the site after the initial phases of clearing 
1659 so we can go out and determine through that process exactly where landscaped areas 
1660 need to be addressed and specifically with what types of vegetation. 
1661 

1662 Our code does address development standards for solar facilities specifically now. And 
1663 also, for some conditions it does call out the landscape plan during the -- during the .""' 
1664 planning process. But it is very normal and very much part of the process. That should '1tl# 
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get it later in order for it to be more impactful and fruitful than trying to do it prior to any 
clearing activity. 

Mrs. Thornton - I guess one clarification they would like to know was the 
management, the ground management, after it's installed. 

1671 Mr. Emerson - Yes, ma'am. I would have to defer that to the applicant. 
1672 

1673 Mr. Archer - Mr. Condlin, can you answer that, please? I meant to ask you 
1674 that question myself. 
1675 

1676 Mr. Condlin - Yeah, with respect to the management, obviously it's going to 
1677 be in part with respect to the ultimate user on the site that's taking the contract with the 
1678 electricity, the solar power that's coming from here. But ultimately from the management, 
1679 there will be a plan put together with the applicant and with that user. You know, they do 
1680 maintain the property. It's not a whole -- it's not a heavily main -- it's not a heavily issued 
1681 --with respect to having to maintain the property. I mean, ultimately these are easily done 
1682 and I'm not sure that there's a public need to have that contract with the management 
1683 plan. I mean, there's not a lot to maintain, ultimately. 
1684 

1685 Mr. Archer - Thank you. Did that satisfy you, Mr. Emerson? 
1686 

,,~87 

""'88 
1689 

Mr. Emerson -
approved in the county. 

Yes, sir. It does. We don't have that with the other solar farms 

1690 Mr. Archer - Thank you, sir. Mr. Morris, I would like to ask you one 
1691 question, please, before I go any further. 
1692 

1693 Mr. Morris - Yes, sir. 
1694 

1695 Mr. Archer - Have you been satisfied that all of the requirements that have 
1696 been given to us by whatever governing body with what we need to do and need not to, 
1697 to move forward have been done? 
1698 

1699 Mr. Morris - Yes, sir. 
1700 

1101 Mr. Archer - As much as we possibly can? 

Yes, sir. 
1702 

1703 Mr. Morris -
1704 

1705 

1706 

1707 

1708 

1709 

''10 

Mr. Archer - Before I go any further, as you all have already heard, we 
have two members of the Commission whose employer has determined that they are sort 
of ethically challenged to be able to participate in this case, and therefore they can't 
participate. And, of course, I think we all realize then now that this is not my district. But 
I'm more than willing to handle this for the commissioner from that district as well as I 
possibly can. 
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1112 We appreciate everybody who has a question to ask. People who contributed both on 
1713 Webex and here. And we hear what you're saying. There are a lot of things that we can't 
1714 manage at all. I don't know how we can deal with the llama and sheep. And I guess if 
1715 you wanted to pick into it further, there are a lot of things that you could find that you might 
1116 think might be subject to some kind of harm or something about what goes on in this case. 
1717 

1718 Ultimately, what everybody is looking for is an answer. That's what we're looking for. 
1119 That's what you all are looking for. And we're all anxious for it. And the only way we can 
1120 get an answer is to send this to the Board with some sort of recommendation. If we don't, 
1121 it won't move any further. We could bring it back here and defer it and listen to it several 
1122 more times. We will hear the same thing. And unless something new comes up that 
1723 we're not aware of now, we will probably be forced to give the same answers as what 
1724 you've heard tonight. 
1725 

1726 I personally would love to have an answer for this. It appears that the applicant and 
1121 whoever else has any part to play in this has given us about all they can give us in terms 
1728 of what the government authority that is subject to rule on this can tell us. And if we meet 
1729 that, there's nothing else that we can do. As Mr. Morris has said, everything that is asked 
1730 of us, we -- and asked for us, we've been provided with. And we have -- we have given 
1731 it to you. 
1732 

1733 And I'm 1·ust as anxious as the rest of you all are to see how we move forward with this. 
1734 But in order to do that, a recommendation must be given to the Board. And I don't think .~ 
1735 there's any more explanation that we're going to be able to come up with to provide you 
1736 that will provide any more answers than we already have. So, let's get an answer. 
1737 

1738 And with that I recommend that this case -- and bear in mind that if you didn't read the 16 
1739 conditions that were given in the staff report and I think in another missive we got from 
1740 somebody else. Those are very important conditions. And apparently, they have been 
1741 answered to the satisfaction of Mr. Morris and the rest of staff. And nothing can move 
1742 forward until those 16 conditions are met. Number one is particularly important and --
1743 which sort of prohibits anything from happening until their condition has been met and 
1744 guaranteed. 
1745 

1746 So, I don't know what else to do except to move that we -- we know that the questions 
1747 that we have had have been answered. So, I'm not -- my motion is to send this to the 
1748 Board of Supervisors with a recommendation of approval, PUP2022-00013 Bridleton 
1749 SPE, LLC. 
1750 

1151 Witte - Second. 
1752 

1753 Mrs. Thornton - We have a motion by Mr. Archer, a second by Mr. Witte, all in 
1754 favor say aye. 
1755 

1756 The Commission - Aye. 
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Mrs. Thornton - All opposed? Motion passes. 

1760 REASON: Acting on a motion by Mr. Archer, seconded by Mr. Witte the 
1761 Planning Commission voted 3-0 (three abstentions) to recommend the Board of 
1762 Supervisors grant the request because it would not be expected to adversely affect the 
1763 pattern of zoning and land use in the area, and it would not adversely affect the adjoining 
1764 area if properly developed as proposed. 
1765 

1766 Mr. Emerson - Madam Chair, we now move on to the next case on your 
1767 agenda. Are companion cases that also appear on page 4. REZ2021-00058 Andrew M. 
1768 Condlin for Crenshaw Realty. 
1769 

1770 

1771 

1772 

1773 

1774 

1775 

1776 

1777 

1778 

1779 

(.,180 
1781 

1782 

REZ2021-00058 Andrew M. Condlin for Crenshaw Realty: Request to 
conditionally rezone from B-1 Business District to R-6C General Residence District 
(Conditional) Parcels 772-736-3855, -4241 and -4766 containing 2.432 acres located on 
the west line of Willow Lawn Drive approximately 135' north of its intersection with Grace 
Street. The applicant proposes a master-planned development with multifamily dwellings 
and commercial uses. The R-6 District allows a density of 19.8 units per acre for 
multifamily. The uses will be controlled by zoning ordinance regulations and proffered 
conditions. The 2026 Comprehensive Plan recommends Environmental Protection Area. 
The site is in the Enterprise Zone. 

And the Companion Case, Provisional Use Permit 2021-00021 again Mr. Condlin for 
Crenshaw Realty. 

1783 PUP2021-00021 Andrew M. Condlin for Crenshaw Realty: Request for a 
1784 Provisional Use Permit under Sections 24-4315.C and 24-2306 of Chapter 24 of the 
1785 County Code to allow commercial uses and zoning modifications as part of a master-
1786 planned development on Parcels 772-736-3855, -4241 and -4766 located on the west 
1787 line of Willow Lawn Drive approximately 135' north of its intersection with Grace Street. 
1788 The existing zoning is B-1 Business District. R-6C General Residence District 
1789 (Conditional) zoning is proposed with REZ2021-00058. The 2026 Comprehensive Plan 
1790 recommends Environmental Protection Area. The site is in the Enterprise Zone. 
1791 

1792 The site remains the same as it did in the first description and the two staff reports will be 
1793 combined presented by Mr. Morris and, of course, they do require separate motions when 
1794 you take action. 
1795 
1796 Mrs. Thornton - Okay, is there anybody here in opposition or approval for 
1797 REZ2021-00058 Andrew M. Condlin for Crenshaw Realty, or PUP2021-00021 Andrew 
1798 M. Condlin for Crenshaw Realty? Okay, we have several people in the audience. 
1799 Anybody on Webex? 
1800 

1801 Mr. Bariteau - Madam Chair, we have nobody on Webex. 
,~02 
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1803 Mrs. Thornton - Okay. We'll go ahead and hear the presentation first and we'll 
1804 -- thank you. 
1805 

1806 Mr. Morris - Thank you, Madam Chair. These companion items would 
1807 allow the development of up to 265 residential units and two levels of parking on the site 
1808 currently developed for office use. The property is located on Willow Lawn Drive and is 
1809 zoned B-1 . 
1810 

1811 Single-family residential neighborhoods are located to the southwest. To the east across 
1812 Willow Lawn Drive is Willow Lawn Shopping Center. To the north is office use, zoned B-
1813 1. So, to accommodate residential uses, the applicant is proposing to rezone the subject 
1814 property to R-6C and has also submitted a companion provisional use permit request that 
1815 would allow modifications of setback, density, building height, and parking requirements. 
1816 

1817 The applicant proposes to develop the site as shown on this Concept Plan. A four-story 
1818 portion of the building as shown along the southern, western perimeter with tenant parking 
1819 located on the ground floor and a portion of the second floor with residential units on floors 
1820 2 through 4. 
1821 

1822 A stepped back 5 and 7-story section is shown in the northeast corner and consists of 
1823 two floors of parking capped by up to 5-stories of residential. Two interior courtyards and 
1824 an emergency access drive along the southern property line are also shown to provide 
1825 privacy for adjacent single-family uses. Individual residential units in the four-story "'\ 
1826 section are located away from the southern and western sides of the building. Instead of ..,,, 
1827 unit exteriors, communal hallways would be located along the outside walls. Balconies 
1828 would be restricted along the four-story section. 
1829 

1830 As reflected in the revised proffers distributed this evening, the applicant has proffered a 
1831 masonry wall along the southern and western property boundaries to provide additional 
1832 screening to adjacent single-family and assist in meeting transitional buffer standards. 
1833 

1834 Per proffers, the wall fac;ade facing single-family residences will be finished with a product 
1835 determined at the time of Plan of Development. The applicant has also submitted 
1836 architectural renderings of those buildings shown here and specific commitments 
1837 regarding exterior materials. The building would be architecturally consistent with recent 
1838 multi-family development in the county with an articulated facade and balconies breaking 
1839 up the general massing. 
1840 

1841 Exterior materials would consist of brick, stone, or cementitious siding. The four-story 
1842 portion is designed to resemble townhouses and would offer a transition between the 7-
1843 story section of the development and adjacent single-family residences. The elevations 
1844 also show the height of the four-story portion is approximately 6 to 8 feet taller than the 
1845 existing office buildings, which are located closer to the existing residences than the 
1846 proposed multi-family building. 
1847 

1848 In response to resident concerns, the applicant has stepped back the 7-story section, ," 
1849 relocating some residential units to the southern internal courtyard shown here. _..,, 
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Additional proffers addressed interior sound suppression, recreational amenities, 
construction hours, and fencing. Exhibits addressing parking garage screening and 
Willow Lawn Drive streetscape are also proffered. 

1855 With regards to the provisional use permit, staff notes the applicant has provided a parking 
1856 analysis certified by a professional engineer and is requesting relief from the minimum 
1857 parking requirement outlined in the zoning code. 
1858 

1859 In response, the applicant has proffered a minimum of one parking space per bedroom, 
1860 or 1.58 spaces per unit, whichever is greater. These parking requirements are also 
1861 mirrored in the conditions provided with the provisional use permit. The proposed density 
1862 of 109 units per acre is similar to other recent residential developments. A transitional 
1863 buffer 25 would also be required on the south and western boundaries to provide a 
1864 screening between the adjacent single-family residences and proposed development. 
1865 

1866 And I should note that the applicant is seeking relief with the newly adopted neighborhood 
1867 compatibility standards for the seven-story portion of the building. 
1868 

1869 

1870 

1871 

1872 

,~73 
1874 

1875 

1876 

Community meetings were held November 1 and December 16th of 2021 to receive in
person and online comments regarding the request. Approximately 60 residents 
participated, and questions were answered regarding setbacks, buffers, building height, 
and traffic. The property is in the enterprise zone and the 2026 Comprehensive Plan 
recommends environmental protection area for the subject sites. Several factors 
regarding the subject property and surrounding area could mean that a deviation from the 
plan could be acceptable for this request. 

1877 The property's proximity to existing mass transit and arterial roadways could mitigate 
1878 impacts on the surrounding area, and the request would not be inconsistent with the level 
1879 of development the Willow Lawn Drive corridor, which is the site of multi-story office 
1880 buildings, the Willow Lawn Shopping Center, and a 12-story condo building. 
1881 
1882 Based on the applicant's previous responses to residents' concerns with the commitment 
1883 to a masonry wall along the property's southern and western boundaries and the 
1884 reduction in height of the four-story section and the stepping back of the 7-story portion, 
1885 staff is comfortable with this request. 
1886 

1887 For these reasons, staff believes the request could be an acceptable use of the property. 
1888 

1889 

1890 

1891 
1892 

1893 

1894 

I ~95 

"'896 

The request was deferred at the applicant's request at the February 10th and March 10, 
2022, Planning Commission hearings. This concludes my presentation. I'll be happy to 
answer any questions you might have. 

Mrs. Thornton -

Mr. Baka -

May 5, 2022 

Thank you. How do you want to proceed? 

Question, question of staff? 
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1897 Mrs. Thornton - Oh, yeah. 
1898 

1899 Mr. Baka -
1900 

1901 Mr. Witte -
1902 

If I may, Madam Chairman. 

Go ahead. 

1903 Mr. Baka - I have a question of staff. Just a quick point of clarification. 
1904 The land use designation reference is in a runoff protection area. Does that mean -- is 
1905 there a portion of a 100-year floodplain on this property? 
1906 

1907 Mr. Morris - I believe there may have been, but it has been revised by the 
1908 Department of Public Works. They have indicated no floodplain exists on the property. 
1909 So. 
1910 

1911 Mr. Baka - Okay, thank you. 
1912 

1913 Mr. Witte - I think I'd like to -- do we have people that want to speak in 
1914 favor of this and any opposition? Okay, I think I'd like to hear the opposition first. 
1915 

1916 Mrs. Thornton - Perfect. 
1917 

1918 Mr. Witte - Okay. 
1919 

1920 Mrs. Thornton - Can you go to the back of the room, please? I'm waiting for -
1921 

1922 

1923 Ms. Bartow - My name is Sieow Bartow, and my property is 5206 West 
1924 Grace Street. Okay, first of all, I want to let everybody knows is having the multi-family 
1925 next to the neighborhood can be a good thing, but I think what the current plan is, is too 
1926 ambitious and encroach on the neighborhood. 
1927 

1928 For example, the setback -- my property is right on the south on the left-hand side, and 
1929 my elevation is also maybe 5 feet down. So, the plan that they show in the RVA zoning 
1930 you site is on a flat. So that means with the pushback -- the setback to 11 feet plus 
1931 another 5 feet down, my property even with the existing building pushing closer to it, it 
1932 means it's two story higher. 
1933 

1934 But now they going to add on another two-story at four stories. So, when I go to the back 
1935 yard, I'll be looking at the building right now. So currently when I go to my backyard it's -
1936 - I don't see the building and so it's good. 
1937 

1938 They also stated that they going to put a wall. I don't know how tall the masonry wall is 
1939 going to be. I don't know if the shrub. They didn't have any indication in the plan if there's 
1940 any landscape planting in the property. So, it looks like the landscape is going to be done 
1941 along the Willow Lawn side, but nothing on my property side. 
1942 
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1948 

So I'm not against the multi-family, but I think it's important that my living conditions in the 
adjacent neighborhood along the properties that we still can retain it, so when we go to 
the back yard, we don't lose the light, we don't lose the site, and we don't lose the -- I'm 
sorry, I'm nervous -- we just -- we still can maintain our habitat, basically. Instead of now 
when we go back in the back yard, we see tall building in my backyard. 

1949 In addition, the backyard has the powerline across it, so this shrub that we have cannot 
1950 be above the electrical pole. So eventually no matter how tall it is, it cannot be beyond 
1951 the pole. So, I will always be able to see the space in so close to me in -- on my backyard. 
1952 So, what I'm asking is not have the setback of 11 feet, have a bigger setback it's -- which 
1953 is 25 feet away from the property -- and retain that. 
1954 
1955 And this -- if I understand the code, R-6 is for 19 point-- say round up to 20 units per acre. 
1956 This is a small land, 2.5 acres rounded up. So, 19, 19, 20. We're talking about 50 units 
1957 that's supposed to be for a multi-family, and now we're going to build 273 unit in the small 
1958 area, very high density. 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 

(;66 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 

Do you know that in 2020, St. Mary's, with the pandemic that broke through, they have to 
have executive order to just increase 100 beds to handle the pandemic? We now live in 
the world that we don't know what's going to happened in the pandemic tomorrow, the 
next year. With so much higher crowded density in our property. I'm not sure how is that 
going to improve the -- it's going to negatively impact my neighborhood. 

But if they can push it back and not approve the setback of 11 feet to my property and 
make sure the parking meets the requirement of the code rather than have deficits, which 
is what they have now, is they couldn't even have a parking lot deficit even enough for 
the housing. And, in addition, they are also going to open up to GRTC people who will 
leave the car there, increasing the traffic, and take the public transportation. 

1972 So, this is -- this is why I think they could be a little bit less ambitious, make it smaller, but 
1973 not so many families unit. And have nice landscape address the issue so that we -- so 
1974 that it would be at least the people who live in the house when they go back to the back 
1975 yard, it is not become an eyesore. Thank you for listening to me. 
1976 
1977 Mrs. Thornton -
1978 

Thank you so much. 

1979 Mr. Witte - Any questions? I think we had one gentleman in the back 
1980 there in a black coat who was in opposition. 
1981 
1982 Mrs. Thornton -
1983 
1984 Mr. Witte -
1985 
1986 Mrs. Thornton -
1987 

' 
May 5, 2022 

Right here. He is. 

Oh, go ahead. 

He's in opposition. 
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1988 Mr. Cummins - Yeah. Hi, my name is Dan Cummins and I've lived in this F' 
1989 neighborhood for 30 years. And literally every day for the 30 years I walked two miles all ..,,,,, 
1990 around the neighborhood. 
1991 

1992 Well, back in 2010 I was walking down Old Richmond Avenue and as usual a car came 
1993 by at the usual 35, 40 miles an hour. Because if you look at a map, the way our 
1994 neighborhood is designed, it's sort of like a square. And everybody tries to avoid the 
1995 traffic lights on Monument, on Willow Lawn Drive, on Willow Lawn Drive and Broad and 
1996 Broad and Libbie. And because we're sort of a perfect square, we're a perfect cut through. 
1997 

1998 And one day I was walking down Old Richmond, a car came by about 45 miles an hour 
1999 and I turned back and looked, and a child was coming out of the cul-de-sac on a big wheel 
2000 and I just -- I was aghast. I knew that child was going to get killed. And, luckily, thank 
2001 God, the car missed him by about five feet. But, at that point, I said to myself, I can't live 
2002 with not attempting to do something to abate this traffic that goes on in this neighborhood. 
2003 

2004 So, I put up game cameras on both Old Richmond and Fitzhugh Avenue, and I videotaped 
2005 for about a two-week period of time on a daily basis. I had over 610 cars a day that were 
2006 using Old Richmond as a cut through. And I know it was a cut through, because I picked 
2001 them up on the beginning of the road and then they'd head on over to Willow Lawn Drive 
2008 or Byrd and cut through. And then Fitzhugh was a little better. Only 528 cars a day were 
2009 cutting through the neighborhood. 
2010 

2011 So approached the county and said, "look, all we need are four-way stops on every corner ~ 
2012 and I'll guarantee you, we'll cut those numbers down in half." Because if you have to stop 
2013 -- and I'll tell you what's interesting. People that come through the neighborhood that 
2014 aren't residents or haven't used it before, they stop at every corner. There's nothing --
2015 there are no stop signs, but they instinctively know some, you know, I shouldn't be 
2016 booking through here. 
2017 

2018 So, I worked with the county for a while, and it was like pulling teeth. The thought-- luckily 
2019 one of my neighbors was a retired lawyer, and he was sitting in on it with me when we 
2020 were talking with the engineers about how critical this is. And quote -- and I'll never forget 
2021 they said this in front of a lawyer, "Well the County -- we do not use four-way stops." And 
2022 so, we said, "Well, why?" And the -- guy. I forget who the guys' name was. It was 12 
2023 years ago. But he said, "Henrico County residents don't know how to negotiate four-way 
2024 stops. And we both looked at him and said - " 
2025 

2026 Mr. Witte - Excuse me, sir. 
2027 

2028 Mr. Cummins - "-- The residents of Chesterfield, the residents of the City of 
2029 Richmond, and the residents of Hanover County know how to negotiate four-way stops, 
2030 but we can't get Henrico residents to figure it out." So, my friend who is a lawyer got up. 
2031 He was pissed. He said, "these guys are idiots. Let's get out of here." 
2032 
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2035 

And, by the way, I love Henrico County. I real -- I lived in the city for 30 years. You have 
no idea how much I love Henrico. But --

2036 Mr. Witte - Sir. 
2037 
2038 Mr. Cummins -
2039 

I'm sorry. What? 

2040 Mr. Witte -
2041 

We're looking for things that directly affect this case. 

2042 Mr. Cummins - Well and here's what I'm saying. Your -- or -- now this was 
2043 back in 2010 we had 600 -- well, almost 1,200 people cutting through the neighborhood. 
2044 Now we're going to add, what, on this project maybe 600 new residents. If we go along 
2045 with the Byrd Avenue project, you're going to add close to 1000 new residents. 
2046 
2047 Now I don't think -- when you're dealing with this proposal for the county to ignore the 
2048 impact of this in our neighborhood as far as the traffic goes, I don't -- I think agreeing with 
2049 this should go hand-in-hand with an actual traffic abatement project. I think it would be 
2050 highly irresponsible of the Board to go ahead and approve something and not have 
2051 something in concrete. And, believe me, in dealing with stop signs, I wish you all, all the 
2052 luck in the world. It's like pulling teeth. But anyway, that's my only concern. 
2053 
2054 

1 2~55 

"""56 
2057 
2058 
2059 
2060 
2061 

Mr. Witte - Thank you, sir. Just for clarification, there are two more steps 
to this. The Board of Supervisors and the Plan of Development. Both have to hear this. 
We're at the very beginning. So, there's plenty of time to get-- look into this situation with 
the traffic. Just because we recommend rezoning approval, and a PUP approval doesn't 
mean the property's going to be developed. Just means that they've requested for future 
and if we allow them to do that, then they have to go through the Plan of Development. 
And if that doesn't work out, it doesn't happen. 

2062 So, while I'm sure everyone agrees with you about the traffic situation, it's just not part of 
2063 this case right now. But I certainly appreciate your input, because I have a similar 
2064 situation on a road that I drive regularly. And a four-way stop sign would help a lot. 
2065 
2066 Audience -
2067 

Good thought. 

2068 Mr. Baka -
2069 

If I may, Mr. Witte. 

Yes. 2010 Mr. Witte -
2071 
2072 
2073 
2074 
2075 
2076 
2077 

' 

Mr. Baka - I'll just briefly add that our Department of Public Works is 
ready and able to work with any neighbor, any landowner or homeowner in the county to 
consider traffic calming measures in their streets and their neighborhoods. And there's a 
certain process in place that the Director of Public Works has that can work through 
looking at speeds of cars through the community and whether or not a large majority of 
the folks would like to see any type of traffic calming measures installed there. So, there 
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2078 are processes available to help with that alleviate -- and to consider that alleviation with 
2079 the Director of Public Works. 
2080 

2081 Mr. Witte -
2082 

2083 Mrs. Thornton -
2084 

2085 Mr. Dwyer -
2086 

2087 Mrs. Thornton -
2088 

2089 Mr. Dwyer -
2090 

Thank you. All right. I believe we have one more. 

A neighbor. No, three. Maybe they're together. 

All right. Good evening. 

Just real quick. 

Yes. 

2091 Mrs. Thornton - I'm so sorry to interrupt you. We've already gone over the 
2092 allotted 10 minutes, so as a Commission are we willing to extend it maybe 5 minutes? 
2093 Are all three of you speaking? 
2094 

2095 
2096 

2097 

2098 

2099 

2100 

2101 

2102 

2103 

2104 

2105 

2106 

2107 

2108 

2109 

2110 

2111 

2112 

Ms. Bergandahl 

Mrs. Thornton -

Ms. Bergandahl, 

Mrs. Thornton -

Mr. Witte -

Ms. Bergandahl -

Mr. Dwyer-

Mr. Witte -

Mrs. Thornton -

Just brief and quick. 

Okay. 

I promise. 

Is that okay? 

Can we do it in three minutes? 

Yep. 

Yes. 

Okay. 

All right, there you go. 

2113 Mr. Dwyer - I'll time myself. Here we go. Good evening, ladies and 
2114 gentlemen. I'm Cason Dwyer. I live at 1406 Lake Avenue and my wife Emily, and I have 
2115 two young children, one 3 and one 9 months old. And, as Dan pointed out, we are 
2116 concerned about the traffic on Old Richmond Road. 
2117 

2118 In the time that we've been in our house, approximately 3 1/2 years, we've seen three 
2119 different traffic studies I believe that were initiated by Public Works, and I'm sure there 
2120 will be more, because we are trying to do anything and everything that we can to slow 
2121 down traffic on Old Richmond. 
2122 

'~ 

2123 While we appreciate that it was just paved and it is great, it has done nothing to slow " 
2124 traffic. So, we would encourage any measures over this two-year pause that we have, "'111 
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that the developers have been nice enough to provide us, to identify ways that we could 
potentially slow traffic. Thank you. 

2128 Mr. Witte - Thank you. 
2129 

2130 Mr. Ryan - My name's Andrew Ryan, I'm at 1500 Lake Avenue. I'm the 
2131 Vice President of the Monumental Floral Gardens Neighborhood Association. Our 
2132 neighborhood is where this is located. 
2133 

2134 I'm here on behalf of our group. We're going to support this project. We have worked 
2135 closely with the county and with the developers to refine the project over the past few 
2136 months, so we can appreciate the development team working with us to address some of 
2137 the issues that our neighborhoods had. 
2138 

2139 Mr. Morris explained a few of them. One I just wanted to mention in particular was having 
2140 this project more closely align with the recently adopted neighborhood compatibility 
2141 standards in terms of the setbacks from the single-family residences in our neighborhood. 
2142 So, we just wanted to thank everyone for their work on that and to let you know that our 
2143 group supports the project moving forward. 
2144 

2145 

2146 

2147 

(.;48 
2149 

2150 

Ms. Bergandahl - Hi, everyone. Caitlin Bergandahl. I live at 5318 Fitzhugh 
Avenue. I'm the President of the Monumental Floral Garden Neighborhood Association. 
I just wanted to reiterate what Andrew said, that adhering to those neighborhood 
compatibility standards is really, really important to us. And we're glad to work with the 
developer and get to a happier place with meeting those setbacks. 

2151 We also want to advocate for our neighborhood in terms of density, because we recognize 
2152 that the density of this project will cause more traffic, more cut throughs through our 
2153 neighborhood. Again, traffic is our neighborhood's number one concern. We do not have 
2154 sidewalks in our neighborhood, so if we could advocate for some sidewalks and some 
2155 traffic calming, that would help a lot. So as the county continues with this -- to work with 
2156 this project, those are our requests. Thanks very much. Appreciate it. 
2157 

2158 Mr. Witte - Thank you. There was nobody on Webex, was there? Mr. 
2159 Condlin, your turn. 
2160 

2161 

2162 

2163 

2164 

2165 

2166 

2167 

2168 

2169 

(.,110 

Mr. Condlin - Madam Chair, members of the Commission, Andy Condlin 
here on behalf of the applicants, Jason Guillot and the Crenshaw Family as well as here 
please -- obviously to present to you the request for this rezoning and provisional use 
permit. I would remiss if not saying that Mr. Morris again, and Mr. Witte, have attended 
so many meetings on this. And we've had at least two large community meetings, but 
more than a half-dozen meetings with the different associations. 

And, as you've just heard from a very efficient presentation it felt to me made with respect 
to the support, that there was some real consternation on this project that we've been 
able to redesign and the site itself, with respect to the neighborhood and the impact on 
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2111 the neighborhood. Really focusing on a number of changes throughout particularly the 
21 n setback and meeting the neighborhood compatibility standards that folks are really ~ 
2173 concerned about. 
2174 

2175 To that point, there's been a number of emails in support as well that have been submitted 
2176 to the Planning office that have gone through our office as well to -- for this -- for this 
2177 project. 
2178 

2179 I did want to point out a couple of -- respond to a couple of the concerns that were made. 
2180 Certainly, with respect to the traffic, we're well aware that was the major issue. In dealing 
2181 with a lot of the neighbors, one -- the two cases that were withdrawn tonight were on Byrd 
2182 Avenue with the same applicant. And the reason for that is because Old Richmond is 
2183 immediately joining that development and was going to have a greater impact. 
2184 

2185 So, in recognition of that, we withdrew that case to be able to see the impact of the traffic 
2186 and see if there's some resolutions that we can make not only with the Road Network and 
2187 the cut through, but also with the GRTC. So that's in conjunction with the concerns of the 
2188 neighbors. We actually made that change. 
2189 

2190 And, obviously, this development is actually accessing specifically on Willow Lawn. And 
2191 while Willow Lawn does have access to a number of these streets that cut through this 
2192 neighborhood, the immediate impact is going to be with Willow Lawn and focusing the 
2193 property on Willow Lawn. 
2194 

2195 The -- one of the concerns was with respect to the GRTC and the parking. This parking 
2196 deck is for these residents only. It's secure parking. It's not open to the public. It's 
2197 specific to that. And with -- we certainly have, as we said, impacted the neighborhood 
2198 with the allowance of pushing the building back, particularly on the upper stories. 
2199 

2200 The existing buildings, which -- three office buildings, three stories, right on the property 
2201 line are certainly outdated, under parked, no stormwater impacts, or no stormwater 
2202 requirements. We feel like this is a better impact on the neighborhood, and the benefit 
2203 from a -- not only the masonry wall that was discussed, but the pulling the buildings back 
2204 already and providing for landscaping, but also providing for stormwater requirements 
2205 that are -- we have to meet the Chesapeake Bay Requirements with the new development 
2206 as well. 
2207 

2208 Certainly, we've also made not only reduced the density and increased the parking, but 
2209 we're still keeping the parking standards that have been expected of any multi-family 
2210 development, including exterior materials, parking deck, the heavy amenities, hours of 
2211 construction. But we've also had some unique features that include no balconies or unit 
2212 facing the south and west of the property. So, where the existing residents are. Access 
2213 restrictions with around the property that are a part of our plan. The streetscape plantings 
2214 that we've provided for and, of course, I've mentioned the masonry wall. 
2215 
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2218 

2219 

So, we believe this is a fantastic opportunity to redevelop old and outdated buildings to 
help further reconstruction of this entire area and provide for quality housing to support 
the residential but also support the commercial. 

2220 So, with that, we'd ask you to follow the staff recommendations on both requests, and I'd 
2221 be happy to answer any questions at this time. 
2222 

2223 Mr. Witte - Any questions? 
2224 

2225 Mrs. Thornton - I do. You have any? 
2226 

2221 Mr. Witte - Go ahead. 
2228 

2229 Mrs. Thornton - What is the setback that --
2230 

2231 Mr. Condlin - From the rear, I guess, is -- now we got -- it's a minimum of --
2232 minimum the max -- setback is 12 feet at the -- at the lowest -- lower - you want to put up 
2233 the, yeah that's the one, so it's 12 feet at that very corner and we'll have a minimum of 6-
2234 foot masonry wall at that point. 
2235 

2236 Mrs. Thornton -
2237 

12~38 
-._..:39 

2240 

2241 

Mr. Condlin -

Mrs. Thornton -

2242 Mr. Condlin -
2243 application itself. 
2244 

2245 Mrs. Thornton -
2246 

2247 Mr. Condlin -
2248 

And where is that? Is that proffered? 

The masonry wall, yes ma'am, is proffered and we -

They had a setback? 

Well, the setback's part of the plans. They're not part of the 

Oh, okay. 

Yes, ma'am. 

2249 Mrs. Thornton - Okay, one other question. The hours of construction. I see 
2250 Monday -- yeah. Monday through Saturday. You didn't specify on Sunday. 
2251 

2252 Mr. Condlin - No, no construction on Sunday with that. 
2253 
2254 Mrs. Thornton - I don't see it, so I just wanted to make clear. 
2255 
2256 Mr. Condlin - Well, we're only allowed Monday through Saturday, but I'll be 
2257 able to clarify that, if that's all right. We've got no construction on Sunday. 
2258 

2259 

2260 

~:~ 

Mrs. Thornton -

Mr. Condlin -

May 5, 2022 

Okay. 

Yes, ma'am. You never miss that, do you? 
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2263 Mrs. Thornton - No. 
2264 

2265 Mr. Condlin - I usually catch that every time. You caught me off guard. 
2266 

2267 Mrs. Thornton - I try and pay attention to help our residents. I don't want 
2268 construction on Sunday. 
2269 

2210 Mr. Condlin - I thought I had. Yeah, we'll make that change if that's all right, 
2211 after? 
2272 

2273 Mr. Witte - Any other questions? 
2274 

2275 Mrs. Thornton - What is the height from -- with the -- Mrs. -- the first lady that 
2276 spoke? Yes. What is the height lining up with her property? 
2277 

2278 Mr. Witte - Pull up the elevation that shows the line of site angle. 
2279 

2280 Mr. Morris - Yep. He provided elevations for Crenshaw Place. There's a 
2281 massing model, but there's not one from Grace. 
2282 

2283 Mr. Condlin - Says they're about 35 feet. I think. 

Mr. Witte - Do you have an elevation that shows the line of site? 
2284 

2285 

2286 

2287 

2288 

2289 

2290 

2291 

Mr. Morris - Well, these are the elevations that Ms. Bartow will be seeing 
from her rear yard. This is the southern facing fa9ade right here. And so, her property 
would line up generally right about here on the property. For reference, I believe her 
property is right here, if I'm not --

2292 Mr. Witte - There it is? 
2293 

2294 Mrs. Thornton - She's at the corner? 
2295 

2296 Ms. Bartow - Yeah, right where the magnifying glass was. 
2297 

2298 Mr. Condlin - So the existing building is 35 feet. This building will be at 44 
2299 feet. And the existing building is closer. It's on the boundary line of the property, but it's 
2300 at 35 feet. As we've got in the plans, we've shown that. But it's 44 feet on that property 
2301 line. 
2302 

2303 Mrs. Thornton - And her concern with the electrical pole? 
2304 

2305 Mr. Condlin - I think that had to do with more of the landscaping. I mean, 
2306 we're not -- we're not going to be able to put those underground. But, you know, from 
2307 that standpoint, we're going to be able to provide for landscape. And there's already 
2308 existing trees, which was a concern of one of the residents at the community meeting, but 
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those will be retained along the property line and then we'll put the masonry wall there as 
well. 

2312 Mrs. Thornton - Okay, so from the masonry wall you'll have 12 feet? 
2313 

2314 Mr. Condlin - In minimum, yes. That's the minimum. And they'll be larger 
2315 just from the standpoint behind the building (indiscernible) to spare. So that's the 
2316 minimum on the corner. With the masonry wall and that entire boundary on the south 
2317 and west you know property. 
2318 

2319 Mr. Witte - They're working hard down at the other end. 
2320 

2321 Mrs. Thornton - You're going to come up with something. Just to make 
2322 clarification, I already know the answer, but there will be no traffic leading into this 
2323 neighborhood for the gentlemen who's already gone. But --
2324 

2325 Mr. Condlin - Certainly from the direct you can see the access points are --
2326 there's two access points on Willow Lawn Drive that immediately go out to Willow Lawn 
2327 Drive, so there's no access otherwise. And I do think it's significant, too, that with concern 
2328 of the community that we've got no -- there's no windows or balconies on those sides --
2329 on those -- on the first-floor levels. And everything else is pushed way back from that 
2330 standpoint. Yeah. 

_,2331 

~32 
2333 

2334 

2335 

Mr. Witte -

Mr. Condlin -

Okay, Mr. Condlin, want to verify this masonry wall. 

Yes, sir. 

2336 Mr. Witte - It will be -- my understanding is it will be brick on the side of 
2337 the residences, which is what we requested. 
2338 

2339 Mr. Condlin - Jason, Mr. Guillot, introduce yourself. 
2340 
2341 Mr. Guillot - Yeah. Jason Guillot with the development team. Mr. Witte, 
2342 we were looking for some flexibility to work with staff on whether it's a precast structure 
2343 or brick based on the height of the wall to make sure it's structurally sound. With the 
2344 terrain right there, sometimes a precast structure is a little bit more sound. But it looks 
2345 like brick. 
2346 
2347 We did put in the proffers that it cannot be a CMU wall with just blocks. If that makes 
2348 sense. So, we're looking for something that's going to be nice and complementary. We're 
2349 just looking for some flexibility to work with staff on the actual design of it. 
2350 

2351 Mr. Witte - My intent here is that it looks like brick. 
2352 

2353 

,)54 

Mr. Guillot - I think if you will give us the flexibility to work as a precast structure. 
We can make it look like a brick product. 
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2355 
2356 Mr. Witte - Okay, all right. Now the other thing is the parking, 
2357 understand has been adjusted to one per bedroom. Or 1.58 per unit. Is that correct? 
2358 

2359 Mr. Condlin - Yes, sir. 
2360 

2361 Mr. Witte - Okay. Think that's all I have. 
2362 

2363 Mrs. Thornton - I had one more. Sorry. With the parking -- with their concern 
2364 with the bus, are you going to have, like, a gate with a key, or how are you going to 
2365 manage the people not coming in? Even though you can say it's for residents only. 
2366 
2367 Mr. Guillot - Yes, ma'am. It is a secure parking garage with an overhead door 
2368 that will only allow residents in by access card only. The public cannot park here, and 
2369 neither can anyone else who doesn't live in the building. Unless it's -- we will have some 
2370 visitor parking, but that'll be limited and that'll be by access only. 
2371 

2372 Mrs. Thornton - Okay. 
2373 

2374 Mr. Baka - Quick follow-up question for either of you. Will you have a 
2375 designated area for a ride-sharing program such as Uber or Lyft? 
2376 

2377 Mr. Condlin - We do plan to direct that traffic to the northern drive aisle, sir. 
2378 And same thing if we had residents moving in or out with moving vans it'd be on that side. () 
2379 

2380 Mr. Baka -
2381 

2382 Mr. Condlin -
2383 

Thank you. 

Thank you. 

2384 Mr. Witte - Ready to make a motion. Any other questions? All right. 
2385 We've got two different motions here. First one. Madam Chair, I move that we 
2386 recommend approval of REZ2021-00058 Crenshaw Realty with the revised proffers dated 
2387 April 12, 2022. 
2388 

2389 Mr. Baka - Second. 
2390 

2391 Mrs. Thornton - We have a motion by Mr. Witte, a second by Mr. Baka. All in 
2392 favor say aye. 
2393 

2394 The Commission - Aye. 
2395 

2396 Mrs. Thornton - All opposed? Motion passes. 
2397 

2398 REASON: Acting on a motion by Mr. Witte, seconded by Mr. Baka the 
2399 Planning Commission voted 5-0 (one abstention) to recommend the Board of Supervisors 
2400 grant the request because the proffered conditions will assure a level of development 
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2403 
2404 

otherwise not possible, and the proffered conditions should minimize the potential impacts 
on surrounding land uses. 

2405 Mr. Witte - And with that, Madam Chair, I recommend approval of 
2406 Provisional Use Permit PUP2021-00021 Crenshaw Realty with the recommendation --
2407 with the recommended conditions listed in the staff report. Excuse me. 
2408 
2409 Mr. Mackey - Second. 
2410 
2411 Mrs. Thornton -
2412 in favor say aye. 
2413 

We have a motion by Mr. Witte, a second by Mr. Mackey. All 

2414 The Commission - Aye. 
2415 
2416 Mrs. Thornton -
2417 

All opposed? Motion passes. 

2418 
2419 
2420 
2421 
2422 

,2~23 
~24 

2425 
2426 
2427 
2428 
2429 
2430 
2431 
2432 
2433 
2434 
2435 
2436 
2437 
2438 
2439 
2440 
2441 
2442 
2443 
2444 
2445 

(,J46 

REASON: Acting on a motion by Mr. Witte, seconded by Mr. Mackey the 
Planning Commission voted 5-0 (one abstention) to recommend the Board of Supervisors 
grant the request because the conditions should minimize the potential impacts on 
surrounding land uses and it would not be expected to adversely affect public safety, 
health or general welfare. 

Mr. Emerson - Madam Chair, moving on to page 5 of your agenda. You have 
REZ2022-00012 Jeffrey P. Geiger for Gumenick Properties. 

REZ2022-00012 Jeffrey P. Geiger for Gumenick Properties: Request to 
conditionally rezone from R-3 One-Family Residence District to UMU-PD Urban 
MixedUse - Planned Development District Parcels 772-740-3867, -4462, -4982, -5677, -
5788, -6095, -6273, -7287, and -7493 containing 2.247 acres located on the north and 
south lines of Indigo Road and its intersection with Libbie Avenue. The applicant proposes 
inclusion in the adjacent urban mixed-use development (Libbie Mill). The uses will be 
controlled by zoning ordinance regulations and proffered conditions. The 2026 
Comprehensive Plan recommends Suburban Residential 2, density should not exceed 
3.4 units per acre. The applicant also proposes to amend proffers accepted with Rezoning 
cases REZ2015-00018, REZ2018-00044, and REZ2021-00042 on Parcels 771-740-
8005, -9118, 772-739-8575, 772-740-0431, -1137, -1743, -2229, -2836, -4017, -7798, -
8502, -8536, 772-741-6201, -6408, -6715, -7023, -7440, -7848, -7905, -8137, - 8211, -
8357, -8419, -8836, -8968, -9348, -9573, -9839, 773-739-3547, -3784, -9074, 773-740-
4815, -5180, -9572, 773-741-0179, -0354, -0565, -0945, -1360, -1654, -2048, 774-739-
2373, 774-740-0192, -0448, -0863, -3781, -4456, -4637, -4716, -4802, -5174 and 774-
740-0801 located on the east line of Libbie Avenue approximately 310' north of W. Broad 
Street (U.S. Route 250) at its intersection with N. Crestwood Avenue, then between the 
east line of Spencer Road and west line of Staples Mill Road (U.S. Route 33) along the 
south line of Bethlehem Road. The applicant proposes to amend proffers related to the 
pattern book and density. The existing zoning is UMUC Urban Mixed-Use District 
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2447 (Conditional). The 2026 Comprehensive Plan recommends Light Industrial, Urban Mixed- ~ 
2448 Use and Environmental Protection Area. A portion of the site along Libbie Avenue north ...., 
2449 of W. Broad Street (U.S. Route 250) and along Staples Mill Road (U.S. Route 33) is in 
2450 the Enterprise Zone. 
2451 

2452 The staff report will be presented by Mr. Ben Sehl. 
2453 

2454 Mrs. Thornton - Okay, Is there anybody here in opposition or in favor of the 
2455 case? Anybody online? 
2456 

2457 Mr. Bariteau - No, there is nobody online. 
2458 

2459 Mrs. Thornton - Okay, we'll hear the presentation. Thank you. 
2460 
2461 Mr. Sehl - Thank you, Madam Chair, this request would add nine new 
2462 parcels to the existing Libbie Mill Development, as well as provide minor amendments to 
2463 the proffers mostly recently revised last winter by the Board of Supervisors. 
2464 

2465 The parcels to be added are zoned R-3 and are located on either side of Indigo Road 
2466 between Spencer Avenue and the -- or Spencer Road Libbie Avenue, excuse me. The 
2467 remainder of the property is zoned UMUC and subject to the proffers of REZ2021-42. 
2468 The UMUC zoning was originally approved for the property in 2007 and since that time 
2469 numerous developments have occurred within Libbie Mill. 
2470 

2471 These include the LL Flooring headquarters, two office/retail buildings adjacent to Staples 
2472 Mill Road, the Penstock Quarter and Wellsmith apartments, and numerous townhouse --
2473 townhomes and condos, as well as the Libbie Mill Library. Portions of the development, 
2474 such as the library and townhomes, are not included in the proffer amendment request. 
2475 

2476 The master plan for the development is very conceptual in nature, and the applicant has 
2477 proposed this updated plan as part of this request. The existing plan, which is shown 
2478 here, you can see is very similar and added this area as part of the rezoning case last 
2479 year. And, as shown here, it would extend that area south along Libbie Avenue. 
2480 

2481 This area would also be designated as Residential and/or Commercial, and the specific 
2482 area -- layouts of this area would be developed through the Plan of Development process 
2483 at a future date. 
2484 

2485 The only other change other than substituting this new concept plan in the overall pattern 
2486 book, would be to slightly up -- or slightly increase the overall density by 9 units to account 
2487 for the existing homes that are being removed as part of this request. 
2488 

2489 I would also note, the commitments made as part of last year's request regarding future 
2490 amenities and road improvements to Libbie Avenue would continue to meet -- be carried 
2491 forward with this application. 
2492 
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2501 
2502 
2503 
2504 
2505 
2506 
2507 
2508 

As noted in the staff report and because of the zoning ordinance update last year, there 
is a slight change in how this expansion is being processed. This change means the 
applicant must also submit a required terms and conditions document, which essentially 
replicates the previous PUP requirements for these 9 additional lots. 

A revised proffer amendment statement and terms and conditions document were 
provided to you this evening that address the concerns noted in the staff report that were 
provided by the County Attorney. The proffered conditions dated March 24th that were 
in the staff report would apply to the 9 new lots. There is a red line document applying to 
the proffer amendment that was handed out to you this evening as well as a red line terms 
and conditions document. Which, as I mentioned, essentially replicates the previous 
provisional permit process. 

The additional proffer page is dated April 12th and was submitted in a timely manner. It 
would apply only to that area being amended for the bulk of the Libbie Mill community. 

2509 With these changes, staff does support this request. The applicant held a community 
2510 meeting last night at Libbie Mill Library where residents asked questions regarding future 
2511 plans and amenities but did not voice concerns regarding the proposed application. I'd 
2512 be happy to try and answer any questions you might have at this point. 
2513 
2514 

,2515 

""'516 
2517 
2518 

Mrs. Thornton -
to proceed? Oh, I --

Mr. Baka -

2519 Mrs. Thornton -
2520 
2521 Mr. Witte -
2522 
2523 Mr. Baka -
2524 
2525 Mr. Witte -
2526 
2527 Mrs. Thornton -
2528 
2529 Mr. Witte -
2530 
2531 Mrs. Thornton -
2532 was on Webex. 
2533 
2534 Mr. Witte -
2535 

Anybody have any questions? Mr. Baka, how would you like 

Is that a better question for -- is that a better question for Bob? 

I'm sorry. 

That's okay, go ahead. 

I will yield to the delegate from Brookland. 

Fill me in again. 

It's you. Would you like to hear from your opposition? 

Oh, absolutely. Please. I thought we'd already done that. 

They're the only ones. I don't think anybody else -- nobody 

Nobody's here. Thank you. We're good. 

2536 
2537 

I ,38 
'-f539 

Ms. Wyant - My name is Jeannie Wyant. I live at 4822 Coleman Road. 
Which I live so cattycorner to this entire development, as you stated, there was a meeting 
yesterday nobody in our neighborhood, I think, was provided any notice of it. There was 
no letters. Gumenick has sent them before and done that and I think it's interesting that 
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2540 they don't seem to find any reason to do that now. But I'm just making that as a note. .··" 
2541 Their notice with the neighborhood or anybody seems to have been last night. The day "1tl 
2542 before this. 
2543 
2544 The reason I'm here, though, is because I'm opposed to these -- removal of these nine 
2545 residential apartments or town -- houses, is what I'm saying. And the reason I want to 
2546 say that is when Gumenick was originally developing this complex, they stated they were 
2547 going to provide 18 single residential homes. They then came back after the Libbie Mill 
2548 proposal was agreed to and stated that those 18 homes -- there was not an interest in 
2549 having those 18 homes now. This was pre-pandemic, so it wasn't at quite the same level. 
2550 But they said they didn't need those 18 single-family homes. It wasn't necessary, wasn't 
2551 interested. 
2552 

2553 So those 18 were removed from the plan, so there's -- there were no single-family 
2554 residential that was provided to the Libbie Mill at that time. Since that time, subsequently, 
2555 Gumenick has purchased 23 additional single-homes, which have already been approved 
2556 so they can remove those. And now they're asking for 9 more. So now we have a 
2557 decrease of 50 single residential homes to that area and so we've gone from where we 
2558 were going to have a plus 18 single-family residential homes to now, we're going to have 
2559 50 less single-family residential homes. And I'm opposed to that. We are an island, and 
2560 the traffic is incredible that's going to be in there. 
2561 

2562 The reason I'm pointing out -- I understand it's a high-density area and we're doing that. 
2563 

2564 In addition to Libbie Mill as it's developed right now, over by the Wawa that's just been 
2565 passed to have that 10-story apartments, condos, townhouses, which is going to add 232 
2566 units. There's the Kinsale that's already been built which is 262 units. There's the 
2567 Tapestry which has 262 units. And there's the additional complex that's just been passed 
2568 or in the process to be developed of 245 units over on Dabney Road. 
2569 

2570 So, you're going to add 1001 apartments, townhomes, and condos around that area in 
2571 addition to Libbie Mill. And we're now removing the only 50 single-family residential 
2572 homes. There's been no development or increase of single-family residential homes. It's 
2573 all deeply density homes that we have. Where is that in Henrico's proposals? Because 
2574 before we started out with 18 and we had the existing ones and now we're down to 50 
2575 less but 10 -- but 1,000 more homes, townhouses, and residences. And that's why I'm 
2576 opposed to this. 
2577 

2578 Mr. Witte - All right, thank you. Any questions? Any? Applicant, please. 
2579 

2580 Mr. Geiger - Good evening, Mr. -- good evening, Madam Chair, members 
2581 of the Commission. My name is Jeff Geiger here on behalf of the applicant. 
2582 

2583 The request before you continues the vision that we have been working on for many years 
2584 for Libbie Mill. It is a vision that, yes, did have some adjustment from the earliest 
2585 proposals that occurred before the Great Recession and then was updated again in 2015. ~ 
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It's that 2015 plan that we are seeking to bring forward to fill out the block as best we can. 
We were not able to get control of 4 more -- kind of the last 4 homes. And so, to build on 
the work that we did last year, we'd like to add these 9 last homes in to complete or fill 
out that block as best we can. To see the vision from the original -- or from the 2015 
rezoning. 

2592 We had a community meeting. We did mail out to the adjacents to this section. I'm not 
2593 entirely -- I apologize. I'm not entirely sure where your home is since we are only adding 
2594 those 9. And we would have advertised to those adjacent to the entire yellow boundary. 
2595 It's the adjacent who receive those letters. Your home may have been just outside of the 
2596 -- of the notice area. 
2597 
2598 But I think with this request, we will continue to bring the quality urban vision that has led 
2599 to kind of a renaissance for this property. The old Suburban Apartments has now become 
2600 one of the best or premier mixed-use communities in our region. 
2601 
2602 I would ask that the Commission recommend approval of the two requests, or the request 
2603 before you, to add these 9 lots into the project. Be glad to answer any questions the 
2604 Commission may have. 
2605 
2606 
2607 

,608 
~09 

2610 
2611 
2612 
2613 
2614 
2615 
2616 
2617 
2618 
2619 

Mr. Witte - Any questions from the Commission? All right. Well, I have 
some mixed feelings about this. Gumenick Properties has done a phenomenal job of 
development. That area that was blighted for many years with apartments and it's been 
a spectacular change. And the demand for that area is very high. Very high. We have 
a new generation of people coming in that got enough apartments much less quality 
apartments, townhouses. 

And while I understand if it was my neighborhood, I'd be concerned about taking down 
those extra 9 houses. I still think it's for the -- I think it's the best thing for the area. So, 
Madam Chair, with that, I recommend we -- I move we met -- we recommend approval of 
REZ2022-00012 Gumenick Properties with the proffers dated March 24, 2022, revised 
proffer amendment dated April 12, 2022, and revised terms and conditions document 
handed out this evening. 

2620 Mr. Mackey -
2621 

Second. 

2622 Mrs. Thornton -
2623 in favor say aye. 
2624 
2625 The Commission -
2626 
2627 Mrs. Thornton -

We have a motion by Mr. Witte, a second by Mr. Mackey. All 

Aye. 

All opposed? Motion passes. 
2628 
2629 
2630 

{,)31 

REASON: Acting on a motion by Mr. Witte, seconded by Mr. Mackey the 
Planning Commission voted 5-0 (one abstention) to recommend the Board of Supervisors 
grant the request because it represents a logical continuation of the development in the 
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2632 area, the proffered conditions will provide appropriate quality assurances not otherwise 
2633 available, and the proffer changes are not expected to adversely impact adjacent 
2634 properties. 
2635 
2636 Mr. Emerson - Madam Chair, we now move on to -- Madam Chair, we now 
2637 move on to page 6 of your agenda for REZ2022-00005 Shafquat Buttar. 
2638 
2639 REZ2022-00005 Shafquat Buttar: Request to rezone from A-1 Agricultural 
2640 District to R-3C One-Family Residence District (Conditional) Parcel 744-762-0359 
2641 containing .677 acres located at the southern intersection of Belfast and Edinburgh 
2642 Roads. The applicant proposes a single-family dwelling. The R-3 District allows a 
2643 minimum lot area of 11,000 square feet and a maximum gross density of 3.96 units per 
2644 acre. The use will be controlled 8 April 14, 2022, by zoning ordinance regulations and 
2645 proffered conditions. The 2026 Comprehensive Plan recommends Traditional 
2646 Neighborhood Development. 
2647 

2648 The staff report will be presented by Mr. Ben Sehl. 
2649 

2650 Mrs. Thornton - Is there anybody in the audience or on Webex that is in 
2651 opposition or would like to speak to the case? 
2652 

2653 Mr. Bariteau -
2654 

2655 Mrs. Thornton -
2656 

Madam Chair, we have nobody on Webex. 

Okay, thank you. 

2657 Mr. Sehl - Thank you again, Madam Chair. As the secretary noted, this 
2658 is a request to rezone to R-3C to allow for one single-family home at Edinburgh Road. 
2659 The property is comprised of 0.76 acres -- 0.67 acres and was originally part of a parcel 
2660 that stretched south across what is now Interstate 64. And this is one of several parcels 
2661 in this area that are undeveloped and do not meet the requirements of the A-1 District. 
2662 Can see those here. 
2663 

2664 Other properties in the area receive variances in the early 2000s to construct homes on 
2665 lots not meeting these standards, and a variance application was submitted for the subject 
2666 site in 2020. 
2667 

2668 However, based on decisions by the Supreme Court of Virginia after those earlier 
2669 variance decisions, it was determined a variance should not be granted and a rezoning 
2670 should be sought to allow compliance with the zoning requirements. Since the issuance 
2671 of the staff report, the applicant has revised the request to include proffered conditions 
2672 which were handed out to you this evening. These proffers are generally consistent with 
2673 other recent requirements of this type and, excuse me, should provide a level of protection 
2674 to adjacent homeowners, including limitations on hours of construction. 
2675 
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2678 

2679 

The 2026 Comprehensive Plan recommends traditional neighborhood development, 
which was put in place as part of the Innsbrook Area Study. The proposed use would not 
be in conflict with this designation. 

2680 For this reason and because the applicant has revised the request to include the proffered 
2681 conditions handed out to you this evening, staff does support this request, and I'd be 
2682 happy to try and answer any questions you might have. 
2683 

2684 Mrs. Thornton -
2685 

2686 Mr. Witte -
2687 

2688 Mrs. Thornton -
2689 

2690 Mr. Sehl -
2691 have any questions. 
2692 

Does anybody have any questions? 

Nope 

Okay, thank you, Mr. Sehl. 

Welcome. The applicant is here this evening as well if you 

2693 Mrs. Thornton - Okay, great. I've reviewed the application and the proffers 
2694 and so I have no further questions. So, I move that we recommend approval of REZ2022-
2695 00005 Shafquat Buttar with the new proffers dated March 31, 2022. 
2696 

2697 

12~98 
~99 

2700 

2701 

Mr. Baka -

Mrs. Thornton -
All in favor say aye. 

2102 The Commission -
2703 

2704 Mrs. Thornton -
2705 

Second. 

We have a motion by Mrs. Thornton, a second by Mr. Baka. 

Aye. 

All opposed? Motion passes. 

2706 REASON: Acting on a motion by Mrs. Thornton, seconded by Mr. Baka 
2101 the Planning Commission voted 5-0 (one abstention) to recommend the Board of 
2108 Supervisors grant the request because it reflects the type of residential growth in the area 
2109 and the proffered conditions would provide for a higher quality development than would 
2110 otherwise be possible. 
2711 

2112 Mr. Emerson - Madam Chairman, we now move on to page 7 for a discussion 
2713 item. And this is a discussion regarding a work session for your May 12th meeting to 
2114 continue to review materials related to the development of the 2045 Comprehensive Plan 
2115 update. I would suggest 6:00 p.m. again. I believe that will allow us plenty of time. And 
2116 that doesn't require a motion if there's a consensus that 6:00 p.m. on the 12th works for 
2111 everyone. 
2718 

2719 
2720 

I 121 
"1122 

Mr. Mackey -

Mrs. Thornton -

May 5, 2022 

Works for me. 

Works. 
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2723 Mr. Baka -
2724 
2725 Mr. Archer -
2726 
2727 Mr. Emerson -
2728 
2729 Mr. Archer -
2730 
2731 Mr. Emerson -
2732 
2733 Mr. Mackey -
2734 

Yes, that works. 

Is this for the 2045? 

Yes, sir. It is. 

By that time you all won't even remember where I'm buried. 

Ah come on now. 

You'll be sitting right here with Mr. Witte. 

2735 Mr. Emerson - All right. Then, and on that upbeat note Madam Chair, we will 
2736 move on to the consideration of your minutes from the Planning Commission Work 
2737 Session, the capital improvement hearing, and the regular meeting on March the 10, 
2738 2022. I don't have an errata sheet but, of course as always, if there are any changes that 
2739 the Commission sees that need to be made, we certainly will take care of that. 
2740 
2741 Mr. Mackey -
2742 
2743 Mr. Witte -
2744 

I move that the minutes be accepted as presented. 

Second. 

2745 Mrs. Thornton - Okay. We have a motion by Mr. Mackey, a second by Mr. 
2746 Witte. All in favor say aye. 
2747 
2748 The Commission - Aye. 
2749 
2750 Mrs. Thornton -
2751 
2752 Mr. Emerson -
2753 evening. 
2754 
2755 Mrs. Thornton -
2756 
2757 
2758 
2759 
2760 
2761 
2762 
2763 
2764 

May 5, 2022 

All opposed? Motion passes. 

Madam Chair, I have nothing further for the Commission this 

Okay, we will adjourn the meeting. 
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